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C H A P T E R I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In the nuclear shell model properties of atomic nuclei \

are described by assuming that the nucleons are moving ;

independently in an average nuclear potential, generated

by all the nucleons. The part of the nucleon-nucleon ,

interaction that cannot be represented in the average

potential is called the residual interaction. For detailed

calculations different assumptions for the residual inter-

action are made. Exact calculations of this kind for a

nucleus with Z protons and N neutrons cannot be performed

as there are too many degrees of freedom. For this reason

heavier nuclei are often described as a core with some

valence nucleons in shell model orbits. Especially for

nuclei with Z or N nearly equal to a magic number these
!descriptions are fairly successful in explaining experi- ;

mental data. Several properties of the even Sn (Z = 50) ; ;

nuclei are described satisfactorily in such models li .

Odd In (Z = 49) and Sb (Z = 51) nuclei can be described by

a model in which a proton hole and proton particle, respec-

tively are coupled to the adjacent Sn nucleus. Experimen-

tally many of such core coupled states are found 2f3r'*J. •,

Low lying Jv = 1/2* and 3/2+ states of the odd In nuclei ';

cannot be explained by such a description. The same holds

for Jir = 5/2+, 7/2+ and 9/2+ states of 1 1 5In, 117In and
1 1 9In, which decay to these J^=l/2+ and 3/2+ states.

W. Dietrich et al.5J and K. Heyde et al.S} suggested that [

these states are due to proton one particle-two holes (lp-2h) -•

excitations of the core, which would mean an excitation of ,1



a proton from the Z = 50 shell to the next major shell.

They describe the known properties of these states satis-

factorily in a spherical basis as well as in a deformed

basis. The calculations of the total potential energy of

odd In nuclei shows that the energy of the 1/2 [431]

Nilsson proton orbit is minimal for a deformation g~0.2.

In this thesis, an experimental search for high-spin

states of 109In, which can be described as core coupled

states or collective bands based on proton Ip - 2h excita-

tions is reported.

In the odd Sb nuclei such collective AJ =1 bands were

found 2'7}. The 3* =9/2 bandheads are interpreted as

proton 2p - lh excitations relative to the Z = 50 shell. In

this case a spherical and a deformed description can account

well for the observed phenomena, too. Total potential energy

calculations of odd Sb nuclei show that the energy of the

9/2 [404] Nilsson proton orbit is minimal at a deformation

of 6~0.15 8'3) .

From the observed low lying (1 3 1.5 MeV) proton lp - 2h

excitations of the odd In nuclei and proton 2p - lh excita-

l tions of the odd Sb nuclei one can conclude that excitations

I,- of the Z = 50 proton shell in these nuclei occur at relatively

I low energy and that nuclei in these excited states are soft

1 against deformation (3~0.2). These conclusions are supported
s

]•; by the observation of collective bands in odd I (Z = 53) and

[' odd Cs (Z = 55) nuclei, the J* = 9/2* bandheads can be

|i described as proton 4p - lh and proton 6p - lh excitations,

jf< respectively x ° »iJJ .

P '
|: Until recently such bands were only observed in odd Z

I nuclei in this region. In this thesis the experimental

j search for such collective bands in 1 1 0Sn, 116Sn and 118Sn

V is reported. This work is done in close collaboration with



J. Bron who investigated for the same reason I12Sn and
11 '•Sn l2i . Our results do indeed show the existence in

ll2—1l8Sn of collective A3=2 bands with positive parity.

In 116Sn the J w = 0 bandhead was seen. In the other nuclei

J11 = 0 states are known from other work at excitation

energies which are in accordance with the energies of jihe

extrapolated bandheads. In 110Sn such a collective band

was not found. The bandheads are interpreted as proton

2p - 2h excitations of the Z = 50 shell.

In addition to these positive parity bands, states which

can be explained in terms of neutron quasi-particle exci-

tations were found.

The nuclei 1 0 9In, 1I0Sn, 116Sn and 118Sn were investigated

by using the (a,2ny) reaction. With this compound-nuclear

reaction, high-spin states (J>6) are excited and band

structures in the final nucleus can be traced. In table 1-1,

a summary is given of the reactions used together with its

Q-values, the energies of the a-particle beams (E ) with

which the targets were bombarded, anc*. the maximum angular

momenta (I ) brought into the compound nuclei.

Table 1-1 Sunmary of Che reactions used to study high-spin states in

110,116,118Sn a n d 109In.

r •

K *' -

r

reaction

I08Cd(n,2nY)I10Sn
ultCd(a,2nY)U6Sn
116Cd(a,2nY)U8Sn
107Ag(a,2nY)109In

a) reference 15

b) reference 16

Q (MeV)a)

16.8

12.2

10.8

15.6

E (MeV)
a

32

24

24

28

t b )

max

is n
11 ft

11 ft

13 K



The emitted radiation was studied in-beam with gamma-ray and

conversion electron spectroscopic techniques. The following

experiments have been performed.

' - measurement of relative excitation functions of gamma-

(-' rays to find the optimal bombarding energies and to con-

/ struct the level schemes.
i:
Y - measurement of coincidences between gamma-rays to con-

s'; struct the level schemes.

)'• - measurement of time distributions of gamma-rays with

[•' respect to the beam pulses of the cyclotron to identify

; isomeric states and their decay properties.

i , - measurement of angular distributions and linear polariza-

• tions of gamma-rays and conversion coefficients to deter-

•A mine the spins and parities of excited nuclear states and

: the multipolarities of transitions between these states.

I?-/ In chapter II the experimental equipment and techniques

; used will be described. Special attention will be given to

';, the newly developed set-up for the detection of conversion

! [_ electrons.

!':;.! In chapter III the formalism to determine spins, parities

'.]' and multipolarities will be described.

''••'-: In chapter IV we present the results of the investigation

•;-., of 1 0 9In. No evidence was found for proton lp - 2h excitations.

!.,'. Core-coupled states are found which can be explained by

f, coupling a lgg/2 proton hole to excited states of
 1 1 0Sn.

), Two negative parity bands were found to be based on a

/ Jir = 17/2~ and 19/2~ state, which were also observed in

f n i I n l*} . The structure of these bands is not very clear

f; at the moment.

j | In chapter V the results of our investigations of 1 1 0Sn,

fp-.\ 116Sn and 118Sn will be presented. Moreover, in section

C; ; V-4-1 the properties of the collective bands in 1 1 2~ 1 1 8Sn

;i:, will be discussed and compared with total potential energy

V"_"; calculations as performed by K. Heyde 1 3J . In section



V-4-2 the neutron quasi-particle excitations in 1 1 0~ 1 1 8Sn

will be discussed and compared with predictions of the BSC

model as calculated by K. Allaart ] ^ .
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C H A P T E R II

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES

II-1 EQUIPMENT

The experiments for this study were performed with the

AVF cyclotron of the "Vrije Universiteit" at Amsterdam 1J.

With this cyclotron a-particle beams can be accelerated to

an energy of 12 - 33 MeV . In our experiments no special

attention was given to the calibration of the energy of the

a-particle beams. The beams used had an energy resolution

of 3°/«». With beam guiding systems, the a-particle beams

were transported to and focussed on targets placed in the

experimental set-ups for in-beam experiments in the 0° and

40° beam lines (cf. Figure II-l). For currents less than

20 nA a spot of ~ 3 mm2 was obtained.

In these experiments self-supporting targets were used.

The targets for the gamma-ray and conversion electron expe-

riments had a thickness of ~ 5 mg/cia^ and ~ 0.5 ing/cm2,

respectively ^. In table II-l, the isotopic composition

of the targets is given.

In the following sections of this chapter the experimental

set-up for the measurement of conversion electron spectra,

the gamma-ray detectors and the data handling systems are

described. The specific experiments are discussed in section

II-5. The experimental techniques used for the measurements

of y-y-At coincidences, life-times, angular distributions

He thank the cyclotron staff for the pleasant collaboration.

**)
He thank Mr. K.J. Wiederspahn for the preparation of the targets.
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Figure II-1 Sketch of the beam-lines of the cyclotron. The experinents

were performed in the 0° and 40° beam-lines at the places indicated by an

arrow.



Table II-1 Isotopic composition (%) of the targets .

Isotope

106cd

108cd

iiocd

11 icd

112Cd

113Cd

U*Cd

H6 Cd

Target: 108Cd

1.1

78.9

5.9

2.3

5.3

1.4

4-5

<0.5

" "Cd

<0.01

<0.01

0.09

0.11

0.28

0.23

99.0

0.29

H&Cd

0.01

0.01

0.6

0.75

2.30

0.88

4.85

90.6

Isotope Target:

107Ag

109Ag

l°7Ag

98.5

1.5

and linear polarizations of the gamma-rays have been

described in detail in references 2, 3 and 4.

II-2 APPARATUS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF CONVERSION

ELECTRON SPECTRA

Spectra of conversion electrons can be measured with solid

state Si (Li) detectors with high resolution (2-3 keV at

1 MeV). These detectors have to be cooled with liquid

nitrogen and protected against contamination. In an in-beam

spectrum recorded with such a detector in general no peaks

will show up for two reasons:

- The cross-section for the production by a-particles of



f-electrons in the target, which have in our experiments

energies up to 100 keV, is about 10e higher than the
; cross-section for the compound-nuclear reactions under

f study 5J. This overwhelming number of 6-electrons dis-

; turbs the electronical processing of the signals of

[ electrons of interest.

I - Si(Li) detectors are sensitive to gamma radiation which

!-- gives rise to Compton background and in the low energy

i region (< 500 keV) to photo peaks as well.

To suppress the influence of these background sources we

placed a mini-orange filter between the target and the

electron detector. Such a filter has been developed origi-

nally by J. van Klinken and K. Wisshak 6}. We copied the

latest version of their mini-orange filter 7i and con-

structed a scattering chamber in which the filter and

electron detector can be installed.

I In figure II-2, a general view is given of the experi-

mental set-up. It is constructed by the mechanical workshop
*)

of the "Vrije Universiteit" . The heart of the set-up

consists of a scattering chamber A with a diameter of 60 era

and a height of 30 cm. The scattering chamber was made of

;•' aluminum. The vacuum system of the scattering chamber

; ' consists of two roughing pumps B and C and a turbomolecular

; pump D, and can maintain a pressure lower than 10 Torr.

! On the cover of the chamber is a sluice system E for the

'• exchange of targets. The target ladder F has 4 positions,

one of them is used for a carbon diaphragm to tune the

: beam. On the bottom of the scattering chamber is a sluice

;,' system G for the exchange of the mini-orange filter. Both

\ sluice systems can be pumped with the pump B, the target

t. • sluice via a needle ventil H. If the valve I of a sluice

We thank especially Hr. W. Daam and Hr. R.J. van de Geer for the developaent

and construction of the set-up.

10



0 tO 20 30 40CM

Figure II-2 General view of the apparatus for the aeasureaent of conversion

electron spectra.

A : Scattering chaaber C : Mini-orange nluice

B and C : Roughing puaps H : Heedle ventil

D : Turboaolecular puap I : Valve

E : Target sluice K : Cold finger systea

F : Target ladder

11



is opened, after rough pumping, the pressure in the chamber

remains lower than 5 x 10 Torr. Two cold finger systems,

needed for cooling the Si(Li) detector and a cold trap,

enter the scattering chamber at 125° and 225° with respect

to the beam direction, one of them (K) is shown in the

figure. A gamma-ray detector can be placed at a distance of

at least 10 cm from the target at 270° with respect to the

beam direction.

Scattering chamber

In figure II-3 a top view and front view of the scattering

chamber are given. The mini-orange filter A and the electron

detector B were placed on cars C which can be driven by

electro-motorsDover a sledge. The position adjustment of

the cars is done with an accuracy of 0.2 mm. The sledge

consists of two parts E and F which fit together. Sledge E,

on which the mini-orange filter can be driven, is mounted

on the central rod G of the sluice for the mini-orange

filter. Sledge F has been mounted on a ring H. By rotating

the central rod G one can change the angle between the mini-

orange filter - electron detector system and the beam

direction, by pulling it down the mini-orange filter can be

brought into the sluice. On the coldfinger I a plate of

copper of a size 30x20 cm was mounted. This plate acts as

a cold trap for oil from oil-diffusion pumps of the cyclo-

tron and the beam lines.

Electron detector

For the detection of the electrons, a KEVEX Si(Li) detec-

tor with an active volume of 300 mm2 x 3 mm and a resolution

of 2.4 keV at 973 keV was used mounted in an aluminum

housing (Figure II-3,B). The surface of the electron

detector was shielded against contamination with a formvar

foil with a thickness of 0.4 tim and a diameter of 22 mm

mounted on a teflon ring which is screwed on the front side

12



K> 20 CM

Figure II-3 Top and front view of the scattering charter.

A : Mini-orange filter G : Central rod of aini-orange

B : Electron detector sluice

C : Electro-aotor driven car H : Ring

D : Electro-aotor I : Cold trap

E and F : Sledges

13



of the electron detector housing. The effect of this foil

on the energy resolution of the detector was negligible.

The surface of the detector was 6 mm behind this teflon

ring. The detector is connected by a cable of copper fila-

ments to tl\e cold finger that enters the scattering chamber

at 135°. This connection stays fairly flexible when it is

cooled with liquid nitrogen.

.Mini-cvange filter

In figure II-4 the mini-orange filter is shown. It consists
*)

of a number of permanent magnets made of SmCo5 positioned

around a Pb stopper with a diameter of 12 mm. This Pb stopper

absorbs gamma radiation emitted by the target in the

direction of the electron detector. The magnets maintain a

toroidal field around the Pb stopper, which is directed in

Pb STOPPER
1 2 3 CM

Figure I1-4 Sketch of a mini-orange filter with 3 A and 3 B aagnets.

The Aluminum ring on which the magnets are mounted is omitted (cf. figure

II-3, A), f is the distance between the target and the centre of the

mini-orange, g is the distance between the detector and the centre of the

mini-orange.

Delivered by Brown Boveri, Switzerland.
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such a way that electrons in a certain energy range emitted

by the target are focussed on the electron detector. From a

detailed study of the performance of these magnets with

different shapes J. van Klinken and S.J. Feenstra 7}

suggested the use of two types of magnets A and B for

measuring spectra of conversion electrons with energies

lower than 1.5 MeV. We have followed their suggestion.

In figure II-5 the shapes and seizes of these two types

of magnets are shown. Shielding of the magnets with 0.2 mm

thick Al foils, to suppress the production of secondary

electrons by gamma radiation, had no noticeable influence;

for this reason we used uncovered magnets. The teflon ring

mounted on the detector housing serves as a baffle against

low energetic electrons. Additional baffles in the filter

did not improve the discrimination against low energetic

electrons; for this reason they were not used. 'j?o record

spectra of electrons with an energy higher than 300 keV

we used 6 magnets in a symmetric configuration. A 3 or 4

magnet configuration was used for the low energy region.

A and B B

Figure II-5 Front and side view of the magnet types A and B. The

direction of the Magnetic induction B is indicated. The dimensions are

given in ••.

15



30 40
— • d(mm)

Figure II-6 The toroidal component of th« magnetic induction B between

two magnets in a configuration with 6 B magnet*, aeavured with a Hall-

effect probe. The radial component Br i» lest than 3 X of the toroidal

component.

In figure II-6 the magnetic induction, B, measured along a
radius between two magnets in a configuration with 6 B
magnets is shown.

For the transmission calibration of the mini-orange filter-
electron detector system (called from now on mini-orange
spectrometer), thin (0,5 mg/cm2) sources with a diameter of
less than 5 mm of 88Sr_88y# no Ag ( i33Ba/ i37CSf i52Eu a n d

Th(B+C) were used. The transmission T(E) of the system is
defined by

« • •

T(E) =
Ne_(E)

x — x 100 %
4ir

II-l

in which N _ i.o."(E) is the number of electrons counted per

second with energy E with the mini-orange filter between

16



the target and detector and N _(E) the same number but

without the mini-orange filter. Q is the solid angle of the

detector in steradians. To get a rough idea of the trans-

mission of a certain geometry we measured the transmission

with the help of the 6-continuum of a Sr-Y source (end

point energy 2.2 MeV). No correction was applied for the

effect on the transmission from the scattering of electrons

on the surface of the detector.

The transmission depends on the number, shape and

position of the magnets in the filter, the distances between

the target, mini-orange filter and detector (denoted by f

and g in figure II-4), and the size of the detector. The

highest transmission for a certain configuration of the

magnets is obtained when f and g are as small as possible,

but in such a case the width of the transmission is rather

small. In our set-up the smallest value for f and g are

22 mm.

A 6B configuration with these values of f and g is peaked

around 320 keV, with a maximum transmission of 9 % and a

width at half maximum of 150 keV. Examples of transmission

of different configurations and distances measured with a

Sr-Y source are shown in figure II-7. These transmissions

are similar to the ones shown in reference 7.

' The influence of the size of the detector on the trans-

;' mission has not been investigated.

For in-beam measurements the mini-orange spectrometer

was placed at 135° with respect to the beam direction; at

backward angles the production of 6-electrons is lower 6-*.

; At this angle the mini-orange filter can be placed just in

front of the target (placed at 45°) without the a-particle

•>."; beam hitting parts of the mini-orange filter. Moreover,

f- angular distribution effects on the measured electron

\ intensities are negligible. Before a measurement was started,

i the acceptable counting rate of the detector was adjusted

with the help of a pulser causing a peak in the spectrum.

'l

17
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Figure I1-7 Some examples of transmissions of the mini-orange spectrometer

measured with a Sr-Y source. 4 A 33-56 indicates that 4 A magnets were used

in a configuration in which f • 33 mm and g " 35 no (cf. figure II-4).

The intensity of the a-particle was chosen so that pile-up

effects on the shape of the pulser peak were so small that

the energy resolution of the detector remained better than

3 keV at 1 MeV. The target thickness (~ .5 mg/mm2) did not

influence the shape of the peaks due to electrons with an

energy higher than 150 keV. Measuring times were typically

6-12 hours for spectra of electrons with an energy higher

than 500 keV. In the low energy region a spectrum was

recorded in 2 - 3 hours. In general the electron spectra

were measured as a function of time relative to the beam-

burst of the cyclotron. A time dispersion of 4 time bins

was used. Simultaneously a gamma-ray spectrum was recorded

with a Ge(Li) detector. An example of a conversion electron

spectrum is shown in figure II-8.

From the observed numbers of K-electrons (NK_) and gamma-

rays (N ) per second live time K-conversion coefficients

were determined:

18
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Figure II-8 An example of a conversion electron spectrum of the ' I'*Cd(a,2n-y)

reaction measured with a 3A-3B 26-36 configuration. Th~ spectrum below •>- 80 keV

was suppressed with a discriminator in the ADC.

"K = X II-2

I;

N x A
Y

in which T is the transmission of the mini-orange spectro-

meter and e the efficiency of the gamma-ray detector. A

correction for the angular distributions of the gamma-rays,

A was taken into account. No correction was applied for

angular distribution effects of the conversion electrons.

The efficiency calibration of the gamma-ray detector is

described in section II-3. The transmission of the system

was determined with the previously mentioned sources of

which the relative electron intensities or the experimental

conversion coefficients are known. The experimental electron

intensities of transitions in the sources used are not known

very accurately in many cases. Therefore the transmission

cannot be deduced with an error less than ~ 10 % which

results together with an error of ~ 5 % in the efficiency

of the gamma-ray detector, in a minimal error in the

19



experimental conversion coefficients larger than ~ 12 %.

The maximal error in the conversion coefficients is deter-

mined by the statistical errors in the peak contents.

To cover the energy region of 100 keV to 1500 keV, 3 mini-

orange filter configurations were used. In figure II-9 an

example of the absolute transmissions of the configurations

used for the study of conversion electron spectra of Sn

nuclei is shown.

10

t

110

3A-3B26-36
6B28-41

3B26-46

300 600 900 1200
•Ee-(keV)

1500

Figure II-9 An example of transmission curves of the mini-orange spectro-

meter used in the study of conversion electron spectra of Sn nuclei.

II-3 GAMMA-RAY DETECTORS

In this study several Ge(Li] and intrinsic Ge detectors J

with efficiencies from 0.6 % - 1 9 % and energy resolutions i

from 2.1 keV-2.8 keV at 1332 keV (under experimental •

conditions) were used 2»3»'*^. Also two Ro detectors were used •

with resolutions of 0.5 keV at 122 keV. In the study of 116Sn '4
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and 118Sn, single gamma-ray spectra were recorded with an

anti Compton shield 8J with a suppression factor of 4. The

efficiency calibration of the gamma-ray detectors were

performed with a set of absolutely calibrated sources from

Amersham and with sources which have transitions with well-

known relative intensities 9J. For the efficiency calibra-

tion the program EFFCOR has been developed. The absolute

and relative calibration points are fitted to a curve with

the formula

In e,. = c. \ Z a, (lnE..)k

J J k J
i,j,k = 0,1,2 ...

II-3

in which E.. and e.. are the gamma-ray energies and

efficiencies of the ic transition in the j n source, c-

and a. are free parameters (c. =1 for absolute calibration
K 3

points). In general k < 5 was used.

The energy calibration of the peaks in a gamma spectrum

was performed under experimental conditions. The gamma

radiation from the sources and the target was recorded

simultaneously with a gamma-ray detector at 90° with

respect to the beam direction. The gamma-rays were sorted

in a prompt and delayed spectrum. With the clean delayed

spectrum an accurate energy calibration could be performed

which was used for the energy determination of transitions

in the prompt spectrum. The energy calibration and deter-

mination was performed with the program CALVIN 10-' in which

the calibration points are fitted to a polynomial. In

general, second or third order polynomials gave a satisfac-

tory fit.
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II-4 DATA HANDLING

The signals from the detectors were processed with

standard electronic modules (ORTEC, CANBERRA). The analog

signals were digitized with ADC's of ND50/50 systems which

are connected to PDP-8/L computers. These analyzer systems

are connected to a CDC1700 computer which offers disk and

magnetic tape facilities. The off-line data analysis was

performed on the CDC1700 computerc a HP3000 computer and

the CDC cyber - 7328 computer system of SARA (Stichting

Academisch Rekencentrum Amsterdam). The gamma-ray and

electron spectra were analyzed with the peak searching and

peak fitting program POESPAS ll}.

II-5 EXPERIMENTS

II-5-1 Excitation functions

Relative excitation functions of gamma-rays were deter-

mined in this study. The ratios of the intensities of

gamma-rays and the intensity of an intense gamma-ray were

measured as a function of the energy of the incoming

a-particles. The experiments were performed with a-particles

of 15 - 33 MeV in steps of 2 or 3 MeV. The gamma radiation

was detected with Ge(Li) and X-ray detectors (cf. section

II-3) placed at angles 9 at which the Legendre polynomial

P, (cos 6) equals 0 to minimize angular distribution

V; effects. These relative measurements yielded the optimal

r energy, for which the cross-sections for competing reactions

\';[ are minimal, for further experiments. Furthermore, the

Y: relative intensities of the gamma-rays were used for the

; construction of the level schemes. The slope of the 1

(\ relative excitation function depends on the spin of the j

j level from which the gamma-ray originates. According to the J

[ statistical model for compound nuclear reactions, the slope <

j of the relative excitation functions of gamma-rays :j

I ^^ • !



depopulating states with higher spin are steeper. In

figure 11-10 the relative excitation functions of gamma-

rays of the * 14Cd(ct,xnY) and 116Cd(a,xny) reactions are

shown and compared with the predictions of the statistical

model for compound nuclear reactions, as calculated with

the computer program ALICE 1 2 J. In chapter IV and V more

examples of excitation functions are given.

t
1 .

(a.n) 3/2*-» 1/2*

15 20 25 30 15 20
— • E a ( McV)

25 30 35

Figure II-10 Relative excitation functions of gaaaa-rays of the 111*Cd(o,xnY)
reaction (left) and the 116Cd(a,xnr) reaction (right) normalized on the 1294
IceV transition and 1230 keV transition in n 6 Sn and H 8Sn, respectively.
Also indicated in the figure are the relative excitation functions of gaaaa-
rays of (ct.ny) and (a,3ny) reactions. The dashed lines present the ratios of
the cross-sections of the (a,ny) and (a,3nY) reaction, respectively and Che
(a,2ny) reaction as calculated by the program ALICE.

II-S-2 y-y-Lt coincidences

The level schemes presented in this study were deduced
from observed coincidences relations. The coincidence
experiments were done with two large Ge(Li) detectors each
at a distance of 4 to 8 cm from the target. The detectors
were shielded from each other with Pb to prevent scattering
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of gamma-rays from one detector to the other. The coincident

events (~ 400 per sec) were stored on magnetic tape for

off-line analysis.

The coincidence spectra were built up off-line from the

data on magnetic tape using the program C1CORE h) . In a

later stage the program SORTABT developed by J. Heering for

the HP30C0 computer, was used. This program is a factor

30 - 50 faster than C1CORE since the coincidence spectra are

built up on disk. The coincidence spectra were corrected

for chance and background coincidences. The spectra from

both detectors were added. Some examples of coincidence

spectra are shown in chapter IV and V.

JJ-5-3 Lifetimes

Isomers with half-lives down to 0.5 nsec were observed

by studying the center of gravity of the time distribution

of gamma-rays relative to the beam burst of the cyclotron '••' .

With this method the lifetime (T^ = 0.5 (3) nsec) of the

j"=7~ state at 2910 keV in 116Sn was determined.

Half-life measurements in the nsec region were performed

by measuring the intensity of the gamma-rays as a function

of time relative to the beam burst of the cyclotron. For

28 MeV a-particles, the distance between two bursts is

about 100 nsec. The half-life was extracted by fitting the

slope of the time distribution of a gamma-ray to an expo-

nential function. The minimal detectable half-life with

this method is ~ 1 nsec 2»3-'. in figure 11-11 the result

of the measurement of the half-life of the Jw = 6 isomer

at 2480 keV in 110Sn is shown as an illustration.

Isomers with half-lives in the ysec region were studied

using the burst suppression system developed by T.J. Ketel
3t13>. With this system beam burst free intervals of 10 and 20

visec were produced in which the decay of the usec isomers

in 116Sn and 118Sn/ respectively were followed. In figure

11-12 the results of these measurements are shown.
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Figure 11-11 The tine distribution of the 283, 985 keV and 1212 IceV ga

rays of 110Sn with respect to the beaa-burst. The 283 keV transition is an

unresolved doublet with a 283 fceV transition in 110In fed in the decay of
110Sn and in the 108Cd(a,pnY) reaction (cf. chapter V). The drawn lines

indicate the parts of the time distributions that are fitted to an

exponential function.

The half-life of the J* = 19/2+ isomer at 2102 keV in
109In was remeasured with a slow beam pulsing system 3»13-'.

After 0.2 sec of irradiation the beam was switched off and,

after 0.1 sec delay, 16 consecutive single gamma-ray

spectra were recorded during intervals of 0.1 sec. The

measured half-life is 210(4) msec, in agreement with the

previous measured value of 210(10) msec lk}. In the quoted

errors for the half-lives only statistical errors were

taken into account.

II-5-4 Angular distributions

The spins of nuclear states excited in (a,xny) reactions

are aligned perpendicular to the beam axis. The gamma-rays
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isomer; T l - 2.50<14),js«c 3 = 10 * isomer ; T i = 833 (30) nsec

= 5"isorrwr; T | = 335(50)nsec

116
Sn

100 keV

Jrt= 7" isomer; Ti = 245(40)nsec

Figure 11-12 The decay of ganma-rays occurring in the decay of J* - 10 and

7~ isomers in 118Sn (left) and J n« 10 and 5~ isomers ir, 116Sn (right).

The low energetic transitions (< 80 keV) were measured with an X-ray detector.

The 100 keV transition in I16Sn is an unresolved doublet with the 101 keV

isomeric transition in " 5 S n (T, « 159 usec).

therefore are in general emitted anisotropically. The

intensity N is a function of the angle 6 between the

emitted gamma-rays and the beam direction, and can be

written as:

N(9) = NQ (1+ z A kQ kP k(cos 6)) k = 2,4. II-4

Pk(cos e) are Legendre polynomials. Qfc are geometrical

attenuation coefficients; Q2 = 0.99 and Q, =0.97 were

typical values for our experiments. The angular distribution

coefficients, Afc depend on the spin and alignment of the

initial state, the multipolarity of the transition and the

spin of the final state. NQ is a normalization constant.
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The angular distributions of the gamma-rays were measured

with a Ge(Li) detector placed on a turntable at a distance

of 20-25 cm from the target in a semi-circular scattering

chamber. The position of the beam was regularly checked

with a carbon diaphragm placed in the target position. The

gamma-ray spectra measured with the movable detector were

normalized with the intensities of gamma-rays in spectra

measured with a Ge(Li) detector at 315° with respect to the

beam line. In the case of 109In an internal normalization

was used (see below). For the 116Sn and 118Sn experiments

corrections for variations in the deadtime of the set-up

were performed with radioactive sources attached to the

detectors. This method could not be used for the measurement

on 110Sn because the spectrum is too complex. In this case

only the deadtimes of the analyzer systems were taken into

account.

With the movable detector spectra were recorded at 6

angles (90°, 105°, 120°, 135°, 150° and 154°) with respect

to the beam direction in 4 time bins, using constant

fraction timing in the slow reject mode. Figure 11-13

shows a time spectrum of all the gamma-rays with respect

to the beam burst and the division of this spectrum in four

time bins. Time bin three contains the prompt gamma-ray

spectrum, time bins two and four the delayed gamma-ray

spectra. Time bin one contains the spectrum of gamma-rays

for which the time signals do not fall in the time bins

]', 2, 3 or 4.

i The time integrated angular distributions of gamma-rays

I occurring in the decay of an isomer are attenuated due to

'f': hyperfine interactions of the isomer with its surroundings.

[:' We applied the following procedure to calculate the angular

f distribution of the prompt part of these gamma-rays.

y. The gamma-ray spectra of radioactive sources were measured

| in the same electronic configuration as was used for the

\ recording of the spectra of the targets to make a
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Figure II-I3 Time spectrun of the gaaaa-rays froa the 107Ag(a,2nv)
reaction at 28 MeV. The division of this spectrum in four tine bins is
indicated.

calibration of the length of the time bins and the effi-

ciency of the timing. Figure 11-14 shows the ratio of the

content of gamma-ray peaks of 1 5 2Eu, 137Cs and 60Co in time

0.25 .

~ 0.15

i
t 0.05

500 1000 1500
Ey(keV)

Figure 11-14 The ratio of the content of gaaaa-ray peak* of a 152Eu,
137Ci and 60Co source in tiae bin 4 and in the ciae integrated spectrum

as a function of gaau-ray energy.
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bin 4 and the time integrated spectrum as a function of

gamma-ray energy. The total delayed intensity of a gamma-

ray with a delayed component emitted by a target could be

calculated with the help of the intensity of this gamma-ray

in time bin 4 and the calibration curve. For isomers with a

half-life shorter than 1 ysec a correction was applied for

the decay of the delayed component of the gamma-ray. By

subtracting this (corrected) gamma-ray intensity from the

gamma-ray intensity in the time integrated spectrum the

prompt intensity is obtained. We used this procedure for

gamma-rays from the decay of isomers with half-lives

longer than 200 nsec.

With the same procedure we measured the angular distri-

bution of peaks which form with peaks due to gamma-rays from

the decay of radioactive nuclei, an unresolved multiplet in

the spectrum. A check for this method is that an isomeric

transition may not have a prompt component. This holds for

the 1072 keV gamma-ray de-exciting the j" = 5~ isomer at

2366 keV with a half-life of 355 nsec in 116Sn. In figure

11-15 a time integrated and delayed gamma-ray spectrum of

10'

10J

10s

1 1 § 5n a t 2«MeV

delayed

500 WOO
'CHANNEL NUMBER

1500 2000

Figure II-15 A time integrated and delayed (time bin 4) gaaaa-ray

ipectrua of the 11>>Cd(at2nY) reaction. The transitions froa Ba and Cs

are due to radioactive sources in the neighbourhood of the Ge(Li)

detector.
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the lxl*Cd(a,2n-Y) reaction is shown.

For 109In, the same method was also used for the normali-

zation of the spectra measured at different angles assuming

that the delayed components of gamma-rays emitted after the

decay of the 210 msec isomer do not show an anisotropy. The

sum of the intensities of the gamma-rays of 673 keV and

1428 keV, as measured in time bin 4, was used for the

normalization and for deadtime corrections of the peak

intensities in the time integrated spectra at different

angles.

For 109In the spectrum at each angle was measured 30-45

min. For 1 1 0Sn, 116Sn and 118Sn the spectrum at each angle

was measured three times during 20 - 30 min, to get an

estimate of possible errors due to unstable beam position,

variation in beam intensity and angle and target adjustment.

The reproducibility of the peak intensities of strong peaks

is better than 0.6% for 116Sn and better than 1.2% for
110Sn and 118Sn. The peaks and multiplets in the spectra

of a target recorded with a Ge(Li) detector were analyzed

in the same way - e.g. the number of peaks in a multiplet

was taken as the same and the background under the multiplet

was drawn in the same way.

The gamma-ray intensities at different angles of gamma-

rays of 1 1 0Sn, 116Sn and 118Sn were taken as the mean value

of the normalized peak intensities deduced from the three

spectra measured at each angle. The error in the gamma-ray

intensity was taken as the largest error calculated from

the errors in the normalized peak intensities and the error

calculated from the standard deviation in the mean value

of the normalized peak intensities.

Possible systematic errors due to the anisotropy of the

set-up, deviation of the o-particle beam from the axis of

the set-up and the adjustment of the Ge(Li) detector on the

turntable were maximal 0.6% and taken into account ki. The

gamma-ray intensities at the 6 angles were fitted to
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formula II-4 to extract the coefficients N Q, A~ and A,.

The results for the different nuclei are presented in the

chapters IV and V.
i

j II-S-5 Linear polarizations

| The degree of linear polarization of a gamma-ray contains

jf1 information about the spin and alignment of the initial

; state, the multip arity and parity of the transition and

the spin of the final state. The measurement of the linear

polarization is based on the angle dependence of the eross-
1 section for Compton scattering of polarized gamma-rays.

According to the Klein - Nishina formula this cross-section

is maximal (minimal) if the scattering takes place perpen-

dicular to (in) the direction of the electric vector of the

's gamma-ray. The experimental degree of linear polarization

Py is defined by: 15>

in which Q(E ) is the polarization sensitivity of the

polarimeter and A the experimental asymmetry of the

scattered gamma-rays defined by:

a(E ) N -N
A = * — II-6

in which N, (N..) is the number of Compton scattered gamma-

rays perpendicular to (in) the reaction plane, defined by

the direction of the ct-particle beam and the direction of

the gamma-ray emitted by the target. The relative efficiency

a(E ) takes into account differences in the probability of

detecting a scattered gamma-ray in the direction perpendi-

cular to and in the reaction plane.

The linear polarization was measured with polarimeters
o

which consist of three Ge(Li) detectors placed at 90 with
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respect to the beam direction, a similar polarimeter is

described by P.A. Butler et at. 1 5 J.

Coincident pulses from the scatterer and an absorber were

recorded in an event-by-event mode on magnetic tape. Every

2-3 hours an energy calibration of each of the three

detectors was made. In the off-line analysis the gains and

off-sets of the detectors were matched. In the summed

spectra only those events were used which could originate

from single Compton scattering. The relative efficiency

calibration was performed with unpolarized gamma-rays of

radioactive sources. The polarization sensitivity of the

polarimeter was deduced from the measured experimental

asymmetry of polarized gamma-rays with well-known polari-

zation. For this purpose gamma-rays in 1 9 8Hg, 2 0 0Hg, 112Sn

and lllfSn were used.

For the measurements of linear polarizations of gamma-

rays from 109In we used a preliminary set-up described by

M.J. Uitzinger 16-'. With this polarimeter a resolution of

4.5 keV at 1428 keV was obtained in the summed spectra.

The shape of the gamma-ray peaks was rather bad, tails at

the low energy side of the peaks, which gives rise to

relatively large errors in the values of the polarizations

of the gamma-rays of 109In (cf. chapter IV).

The polarization of gamma-rays emitted by 116Sn and 1 J 8Sn

was measured with a three detector polarimeter described

by J.J.A. Zalmstra 1*#17-'. in this experiment the coincident

events were measured as a function of time relative to the

burst of the cyclotron. The timing signals of the absorbers

were used as a start of a TAC which was stopped by a signal

from the high frequency oscillator of the cyclotron. In

figure 11-16 a time spectrum is shown. By subtracting the

spectrum of Compton scattered events with a timing signal

in the region denoted with "d" from the spectrum of events

in the region "p", the polarization of the prompt part of

gamma-rays with a delayed component was obtained. This
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Figure 11-16 Time spectrum of gamma-rays from the lil*Cd(a,2ny) reaction

at 24 MeV scattered in the scatterer detector of the Compton polarimeter

to the absorber detectors, relative to the burst of the cyclotron. In the

lower part of the figure the time spectrum of a set of radioactive

sources is displayed. Indicated in the figure are the prompt ("p") and

delayed ("d") regions.

procedure was used for gamma-rays occurring in the decay of

isomers with a half-life longer than 200 nsec. The polari-

zation of gamma-rays with an energy lower than 200 keV could

not be measured with the polarimeters used due to absorbtion

of the scattered gamma-rays in the scatterer and the timing

properties of the detectors. In figure 11-17 linear polari-

zation spectra of gamma-rays emitted by 116Sn are shown; in

the upper spectrum all the allowed Compton scattered events

were used whereas in the lower spectrum only the prompt

events. Notice that the 1072 keV gamma-ray, de-exciting the

^ = 5" isomer at 2366 keV (T^ = 355 nsec) in 116Sn does not

show up in the lower spectrum. Other examples of linear

polarization spectra can be found in chapter IV and V.
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Figure 11-17 A time integrated linear polarization spectrum of gamma-rays

from the 11'1Cd(o,2ny) reaction. In the lower part of the figure the spectrum

obtained by subtracting the spectrum of events with a time relative to the

burst in time interval "d" of the spectrum of events with a time in interval

"p" is shown. Notice that the 1072 keV isomeric transition in 116ln is not

present in the lower spectrum. The transitions indicated with D have a delayed

component.

II-5-6 Conversion electrons

From the intensities of gamma-rays and the intensities of

the corresponding conversion electrons, the conversion

coefficients of transitions in a nucleus can be measured.

For the theoretical conversion coefficients the Tables of

R.S. Hager and E.C. Seltzer were used 1B}. In figure 11-18

K-conversion coefficients for In (Z = 49) nuclei are given

as a function of transition energy. In general prompt

transitions have a dipole and/or quadrupole character. By

measuring the conversion coefficient of such a transition

one can distinguish between E. and M./E2 radiation {cf.

figure 11-18), thus the parity of the transition is deter-

mined. From the K/L ratio additional information about the

multipolarity of transition is obtained. In this way the

spin and parity of the j"=19/2+ isomer at 2102 keV in
109In was determined (cf. chapter IV).
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Figure 11-18 Theoretical K-conversion coefficients (<!„) as a function of

transition energy for transitions in In (Z-49) nuclei. The data are taken

from R.S. Hager and E.C. Seltzer 18).

The energy of conversion electrons depends on the binding

energies of the atomic electrons. In the Z = 50 region the

difference in binding energy of K-electrons of nuclei from

neighbouring elements is ~ 1.3 keV. By measuring the energy

of the conversion electrons one can assign transitions to

isotopes of different elements.

The conversion electrons were measured with the set-up

described in section II-2. Because of the high background

in the low energy region of in-beam measured conversion

electron spectra due to 6-electrons, K-conversion coeffi-

cients of transition with an energy lower than 100 keV could

not be measured.

As an illustration, the electron and gamma-ray spectra of

the 116Cd(a,2ny)118Sn reaction at 24 MeV are shown in

figure 11-19. In the gamma-ray spectrum of this reaction an

unresolved multiplet was observed between the 511.0 keV

annihilation peak, the 513.9 keV 2+-»-0+ transition in al6Cd
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Figure 11-19 Part of the gamma-ray and electron spectrum of the

U6Cd(a,2ny)118Sn reaction at 24 HeV. Note that the unresolved triplet at

511 keV in the gamma-ray spectrum is resolved in the electron spectrum.

The electron spectrum is plotted in such a way that the K-electron peaks

fall in the same channels as the corresponding gamma-ray peaks.

(excited by Coulomb excitation of the target) and the

510.5 keV 6+-»-4+ transition in 118Sn. In the conversion

electron spectrum this multiplet is completely resolved

since the 511 keV annihilation radiation was not detected

as a peak by the Si(Li) detector and the difference in

binding energy of the K-electrons from Cd and Sn (2.5 keV).

The energy and intensity of the 510.5 keV transition in
118Sn were calculated from the electron spectra.

More examples of measured conversion electron spectra and

conversion coefficients deduced from these spectra are given

in chapter IV and V.
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C H A P T E R III

THE ASSIGNMENT OF SPIN AND PARITY

TO EXCITED NUCLEAR STATES

III-l INTRODUCTION

The (ct,2n-y) reactions, as used in this study, are so-

called compound nuclear reactions. 1/2J After the fusion

of the projectile and the target nucleus a compound

nucleus in a high excited state (~ 25 MeV) is formed.

The orbital angular momentum of the incoming particles

is large (~ 10 K for E = 22 MeV) and oriented perpendicular

to the beam axis causing a strong alignment of the angular

momentum of the compound nucleus. If the target nucleus is
i

an even-even nucleus the compound nucleus can only occupy

m = 0 substates, the beam axis being taken as the quantiza-

tion axis.

The highly excited compound nucleus decays by the emission

of neutrons, which have a binding energy of about 8 MeV,

and primary gamma-rays (statistical gamma-rays) to states

in the region of the yrast line of the final nucleus (cf.

figure Ill-la). Each emitted neutron carries away an angular

momentum of about i n , without a directional preference and

an kinetic energy of 1 - 2 MeV 2 J. The emitted primary gamma-

rays have in general a dipole character and an average

energy of ~ 2 MeV and are also emitted without a strong

directional preference 2~6-' . As a result the final nucleus

is still aligned (cf. figure Ill-lb). From this stage the

decay of the nucleus to its ground state proceeds mainly by

so-called "stretched" dipole or guadrupole transitions 7'8-'.
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Z-QXIS

Figure III-I

a) Schematic illustration of the decay of a compound nucleus in an (a,2nv)

reaction. The yrast line connects the levels which have the lowest possible

excitation energy for different spin values.

b) Classical vector diagram showing the angular momentum Jc of a complete

aligned compound nucleus. 'After dissipation of small angular momenta by two

neutrons and two photons the final state (J,) is still aligned.

: I
Stretched transitions reduce the angular momentum of the

nucleus but do not influence the alignment of the angular

momentum strongly.

From this simplified picture of the (a,2ny) reaction three

important features are understandable:

- high-spin states in the final nucleus may be excited.

- the decay of these states proceeds mainly via cascades

along the yrast line.

- these states are aligned.

Because of these features the (ct,2ny) reactions are

suitable for the study of high-spin states of nuclei. More-

over, spin and parity assignments can be made to these

states since the gamma radiation de-exciting an aligned
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nuclear state is emitted anisotropically and is polarized.

In this thesis the results of an experimental study on

excited states in 109In, 110Sn, 116Sn and J18Sn excited in

; Ag(a,2ny) and Cd(a,2ny) reactions are presented. In these

I nuclei excited states with spins up to the maximal angular

§•• momentum of the compound nucleus have been found. For

I. example, in the 1 ltfCd(a,2ny)*16Sn reaction at 24 MeV, the

i maximal angular momentum of the compound nucleus 118Sn is

i ~ 11 n (cf. Table II-l). In the final nucleus 1 1 6Sn,

excited states with spin up to 12 E and an alignment of

70 % or more were found.

In the second section of this chapter the theory for the

description of the angular distributions and the linear

polarizations of gamma-rays emitted in the decay of aligned

nuclear states is briefly discussed. The procedure used and

the underlying assumptions for the extraction of values for

the spins and parities of the excited nuclear states from

the measured angular distributions and linear polarizations

of gamma-rays is presented in section III-3.

III-2 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS AND LINEAR POLARIZATIONS OF

GAMMA-RAYS EMITTED BY STATES ALIGNED IN (a,2nY)

REACTIONS

The probability for the emission of a gamma-ray in a

certain direction (angular distribution) with a fixed

direction of the electric vector (linear polarization) by

a nucleus in an excited state, can be calculated from the

Maxwell equations 2/9-'. Since we do not measure the angular

distribution and linear polarization of single gamma-rays

but of gamma-rays emitted by an ensemble of nuclei we have

to describe the states which emit the gamma-rays statisti-

cally. From the measured angular distributions and linear

polarizations information on the spins and parities of
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nuclear states and the mixing ratios of the transitions

involved can be deduced. In the following the theoretical

formula are reviewed which were used for the extraction of

this information from the experimental data.

The angular distribution of gamma-rays (multipolarities

L, L1 =L+1) emitted by an ensemble of aligned nuclear states

excited in (a,2ny) reactions is given by 2»10]i

N(6) = N (1+ZA.Q.P. (cos e)) k = 2,4,... min (2L',2J.)
O < K K K 1

III-I

in which N(6) is the intensity of the gamma-rays emitted

at an angle e with respect to the beam direction, Pfc (cos 6)

are Legendre polynomials and Q. are geometrical attenuation

coefficients which take into account the effect of the

finite dimensions of the detector (cf. section II-5-4).

NQ is a normalization constant. The angular distribution

coefficients A. depend on the properties of the nuclear

states and the multipolarities of the gamma-rays and can be

written as follows 2»10J

* • k(J 1)P k(J i) C ACB k(LLJ 1J f)-2«H k(U,'J 1J f)

Rk(L'L« J£ Jf)} / (1 + 6
2)

in which Ji and Jf are the spin of the initial and final

state, respectively. The Rfc coefficients are geometrical

coefficients which describe the angular momenta coupling,

they are defined in reference 10. The mixing ratio 6 is the

ratio of the reduced gamma emission matrix elements between

the states |J.> and |Jf>:
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<Jf || JN . A^||Ji> / <Jf | |

1 as defined by K.S. Krane and R.M. Steffen n J . JN *R the

I. nuclear current operator, A,17 describes the elect:, aagnetic

j field at the position of the nucleus.

(=?• The alignment of the initial state can be described by the

•I statistical tensor p.(J.) 2) :

p, (J.) = V2JT+1 z (-) < J. m. J. -m .|kO> P(m.)

III-4

in which P(m.) are the parameters which describe the popu-

lation of the magnetic substates of the initial state

(EP(m.) = 1 ) ; P(m.) =P(-m.) for an aligned state; for a

complete aligned state holds: P(m.) =6 _ (integer spin

values) or P(m.) =1/2 (6- .„ + 5 . ) (half integer spin

values). The statistical tensor for complete aligned states

is denoted by p. (J.) . Incomplete alignment of the nuclear
K 1 L» A

spin can be described by attenuation coefficients a. (J.): zi

K X

pk ( Ji }

a, {J.) = — * — - — III-5
pk(Ji)CA

The degree of linear polarization P(e) of a gamma-ray

emitted by an aligned nuclear state at an angle 6 with

respect to the beam direction is given by: 1ZJ

SkA'P£(cos 6)
P(e) = — K K K k = 2 ,4 , . . . ,min {Zh'^J^

1 + z k A k P k ( c o s e ) in-6
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with

Ak = i> pk (Ji>CA (LLJ. J£)

-26 Kk(LL') Rfc (LL* J£ Jf) (L'L1 J£ Jf) }/ (1+6
2)

III-7

P2(cos 6) are associated Legendre polynomials. The K. coef-

ficients are geometrical coefficients defined in reference

13. ir = O if the L1 radiation is electric and ir = 1 if the L'

radiation is magnetic. For most transitions the polarization

is maximal at e = 90°. In figure III-2 the polarizations of

several transitions are plotted as a function of 8 for gamma-

rays de-exciting complete aligned states. As we measured

the polarizations only of radiation emitted at 90° we will

omit 9 in the following, taking 6 = 90°.

-(X4

o° 30° 60° 90°

—» e

Figure III-2 The linear polarisation of guau-rays of different transitions

as function of the angle 6 between the gaaaa-ray and the direction of the beaa

Complete spin alignment for the initial state is assumed.
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Figure III-3 The angular distribution coefficients A, and A, as function of

the mixing ratio for transition of complete aligned states. A- and A. are

indicated for steps of arc tg 6-10°.

In figure III-3 the angular distribution coefficients A,

and A, are displayed as functions of 6 for different values

for Jj and one value for Jf assuming complete alignment of

the initial state. Since prompt transitions observed in in-

beam spectroscopic studies have in general a dipole (L=l)

and/or guadrupole (L = 2) character, only these combinations

are shown in the figure. Note that the angular distribution

coefficients do not depend on the parity of the transition.

As can be seen in the figure values for A, and A, do not

give an unambiguous spin value in two cases. In ambiguity

region A the stretched E2 transition

be distinguished from the mixed J. =J f

r. = J, + 2 •*• J, cannot

•Jf transition with

6~0.9. In ambiguity region B, with vanishing value for A.,

an unambiguous spin value for the initial state cannot be

deduced. In figure III-4 we have plotted the polarization

of transitions from complete aligned states in the ambiguity

region A and B, as can be seen ambiguity A is resolved if

the linear polarization of the gamma-ray is known. In region

B the ambiguities are then resolved only partly.
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Figure II1-4 The linear polarization of transition with angular distribution

coefficients in the region of the ambiguities A and B as function of arc tg 6

and A,. It is assumed that the initial state is complete aligned. In cases of

change of parity in the transitions the sign of the linear polarization is

opposite.

For increasing spin values the differences in linear pola-

rization in the ambiguity regions become less lh). The

differences in angular distribution coefficients and linear

polarizations of the gamma-rays for different spin values

of incomplete aligned states become less too.

III-3 SPIN AND PARITY ASSIGNMENTS

The population parameters PCiiu) of the magnetic substates

of an excited state depend on the formation process of that

state. On basis of the reaction mechanism of the (a,2ny)

reaction, as described in a simplified picture in section

III-l, it is most likely that the magnetic substate distri-

bution is centered around m = 0 and that the population

decreases for substates with increasing m value.
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R.M. Diamond et at. 15J have shown that the population

of magnetic substates, deduced from the angular distribu-

tions of gamma-rays emitted in heavy ion reactions (with

"•He up to 19F beams) producing deformed and spherical even-

; even nuclei in the mass region A=160-200, can rather well

t be approximated by a Gaussian distribution centered around

,! m = 0. The width a of this distribution was treated as a
lf free parameter. Similar results were obtained for states

y excited in Ru(a,xny)Pd reactions 1&i17}.

i If the magnetic substates are populated according to a

,(.. Gaussian distribution, the population parameters of the

; magnetic substates of the initial state can be written as: 2J

r J.

''. • P(m.) = exp(-m? / 2o2) / Z exp(-u2/2o2) III-8
1 x u=-J.

i'. 1

: in which a is the width of the distribution. In this case

the attenuation coefficients a2 and a,, both being functions

; of a, are related to each other (III-4, III-5).

In figure III-5 the experimental attenuation coefficients

! a„ and a, as deduced from measured angular distributions of

• prompt (Ti < 1 nsec) stretched E2 transitions in the

; llo-iI6cd(a,2ny)x12-118Sn reactions are shown. The data on

f- 112Sn and ni*Sn were taken from J. Bron 1 8 J. The relation

£ between a- and a, as a function of the width a is indicated

{ in the figure as a solid line for J. =4 and 12. The width a

t increases from 0 to infinity going from <x2 = 1 and o, = 1 to

t"! c»2 = 0 and o, =0. The experimental values for a_ and a,

j-; fulfill reasonably well the Gaussian relation. Therefore we

£ assumed the Gaussian substate distribution in the analysis

I of our experimental data for the spin and parity assignments.

f! G.A.P. Engelbertink et al. 19J have shown that for excited

[ states of light nuclei (A < 45) excited in heavy ion
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Figure III-5 The spin alignment attenuation coefficients o, and o, of prompt

stretched E2 transitions in 1 1 2" 1 1 8Sn. The data of llzi11'»Sn are taken from

references 18. The drawn lines result from a magnetic substate distribution of

Gaussian shape with variable width, they are given for J. - A and J. * 12.

*v

reactions, the experimental attenuation coefficients are

not in agreement with a Gaussian substate distribution.

They propose a model independent analysis of the data by

using a2 and <*4 as free parameters. Such model independent

analysis in which restrictions for a2 and a, of the initial

state were deduced from the angular distribution of a gamma-

ray with known multipolarity between levels of known spins,

has been given by M.A. van Driel et al. 2°-» for states in
38Ar.

The experimental angular distribution and linear polari-

zation of a gamma-ray as measured by us were compared with

the theoretical ones (III-l, III-6) for different spin and

parity values for the initial state. Only transitions to a

state with known spin and parity were considered. The

minimal value for x2 is calculated as a function of 6 by

varying a.
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X2 is defined by:

N(e.) -Nexp-(e.) IP -
c2 = Z

1 +
Apexp.

N was not treated as free parameter but calculated by

fitting the angular distribution data to formula III-l. For

prompt transitions a was allowed to vary between 0.1 J. and

J\ in the analysis of the data on 1 1 0Sn, 116Sn and 118Sn

(cf. chapter V ) , and between 0.15 J^ and 0.5 J^ in the ana-

lysis of the data on 109In (cf. chapter IV). These ranges

are in agreement with the o's deduced from E2 and El transi-

tions in these nuclei. Arc tg 6 was varied from -90° to 90°

in steps of 2°, in regions with low x2 in steps of 0.5°.

The analyses were carried out with the program ANPOL *)

originally developed by C. Flaum 2 1 J.

Since prompt gamma radiation emitted after a compound

nuclear reaction is in general of dipole and/or quadrupole

character 1' 2 J, radiation of this character was considered

only. The values of the measured conversion coefficients

of the prompt transitions observed in this study support

this observation.

The spin, parity and multipolarity combinations considered

for prompt transitions observed in this study were confined

to:

-J* = J* ± 2 ; pure E2 transition.

-J7 = J~; J7 = J~ + 1 ; pure Ml transition or mixed
1 M1/E2 transition.

-JT = Jf; J7 = J + 1 ; pure El transition.

*) We thank Dr. M.J.A. de Voigt for putting an early version of the prograa

to our disposal and J.J.A. Zalmstra for writing part* of the program.
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Mixed El and M2 radiation and mixed E2 and M3 radiation

were not considered, since this mixing is unlikely due to the

large differences in single particle transition probabili-

ties. One prompt M2 transition was considered: the 1211 keV

transition in 110Sn (cf. chapter V). The conversion coef-

ficient of this transition favours this M2 character

strongly.

The conversion coefficient of a transition depends on the

parity and the multipolarity of that transition (cf. section

II-5-6). For Sn and In nuclei the El conversion coefficients

are a factor 3 to 5 lower than Ml and E2 conversion coeffi-

cients for transitions with an energy of 100 - 1500 keV. The

Ml and E2 conversion coefficients differ 0 - 20 % from each

other for transitions of 300 - 1500 keV. For transitions lower

than 300 keV this difference increases (cf. figure 11-18).

Since in general the conversion coefficients were not

measured with an error less than 12 % (cf. section II-2)

only the parity of a prompt transition could be deduced

from the measured conversion coefficients. For this reason

the conversion coefficients were not incorporated in the x2

procedure for the spin and parity assignment. For prompt

transitions the conversion coefficients were used as a

check on the parity assignment and to select out the parity

of a transition in case where the angular distribution and

linear polarization data allow both parity assignments. The

linear polarization of the gamma-rays of 110Sn were not

measured. For this nucleus the parity assignment to excited

states is based only on the measured conversion coefficients.

The alignment of an isomeric state is strongly attenuated

due to hyperfine interactions of the nucleus in the isomeric

state with its environment. The angular distribution and

linear polarization of a gamma-ray de-exciting an isomer are

therefore strongly attenuated (A 2~0, A, ~ 0 and P~0) and

cannot be used for the assignment of spin and parity to the
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641 teV

0°
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Figure III-6 Least-squares analysis of the prompt 295 keV and 64! keV

ganma-rays of transitions in 116Sn. The normalized x2 °f the fit is plotted

as a function of arc tg S. Only El, HI and E2 radiation was considered.

The 99.9 % confidence limit for 4 and 5 degrees of freedom is indicated

for the 295 keV and 641 keV transition, respectively.

isomer. In these cases information on the spin and parity

of these states in only obtained from the measured conversion

coefficients of the isomeric transitions and the decay

properties of the isomer. Examples of such cases are given

in chapter IV and V.

Unique spin and parity assignments, on basis of a 99.9%

confidence limit, could be made for several excited states

of 1 0 9In, 116Sn and 118Sn (cf. chapter IV and V ) . For AJ=1

transitions without parity change and for weak transitions

an unambiguous spin assignment could not be made in general.

For excited states in 110Sn no unique spin assignments

could be made since the linaer polarization of the gamma-

rays were not measured. In several of these cases the
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"decreasing spin" assumption 18J has been used to assign

spin values. In many (HI,xny) reactions 22) i t has been

observed that the decay of an excited state in a strongly

fed cascade proceeds always to a state in the cascade with

a lower spin. Spin assignments on basis of this assumption

are supported by the relative excitation functions of the

gamma-rays involved and the absence of cross-over transi-

tions .

In figure III-6 some examples of the spin and parity

assignment analysis are shown. More examples can be found

in chapter IV and V.
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C H A P T E R IV

HIGH-SPIN STATES IN 1 0 9 I n

IV-'] INTRODUCTION

The odd In isotopes have one proton hole in the Z = 50

closed proton shell. The ground state and the two lowest

excited states correspond to proton holes in the

lg-.,, 2p.,_ and 2p~<2 orbits, respectively. Spectroscopic

factors of proton transfer to these states in the Sn(d,3He)

reactions support this description u .

In Coulomb excitation experiments 2» 3 J and in the 115In(p,t)

reaction '*•', multiplets of states have been found in 113In

and 115In at an excitation energy of 1.2 MeV with spins and

parities from J T=5/2 + to 13/2+. These multiplets are

successfully explained in the hole-phonon coupling model in

which a l9q/2 proton hole is coupled to a quadrupole phonon

of the adjacent Sn core 2/ 3 J.

Besides these proton hole and proton hole-core coupled

states, J* = l/2+ and 3/2+ states are found in i°7-U9 I n

*-*>> and ^ = 5/2"^, 7/2+ and 9/2+ states in u s - H 9 I n 2,6-9;.

In 117In these J11 = l/2+ and 3/2+ states are excited in the
116Cd(3He,d) reaction 7's> by 1 = 0 and 1 = 2 proton transfer,

which implies the transfer of a proton to orbits in the

next main shell. It is therefore suggested that these states

have a proton one particle-two holes (lp-2h) configuration

GfioJ, Total potential energy calculations showed that the

l/2+ [431] Nilsson state exhibits a minimum in energy for

a deformation e o f ~ 0.2 6 » 1 0 J . In a complete band mixing
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calculation, Heyde et al. ll} described the above mentioned

positive parity states as members of a rotational band based

on this l/2+ [431] Nilsson state. These positive parity

states have also been explained in models in which a proton

particle is coupled to a harmonic or anharmonic core lltlz}.

The deformed model as well as the vibrational models gave a

satisfactory description of these low lying positive parity

states.

W.H.A. Hesselink et al. 13) have reported on a study of

high-spin states in 112In excited in the 109Ag(o,2nY)

reaction. The experimental results of this study have been

compared with a hole-phonon coupling model calculation 1 3 J.

Branching ratios and mixing ratios of the transitions

depopulating the high-spin members of the one and two

phonon-multiplet were calculated following a procedure

described by G. Alaga and V. Paar ll>1 . The experimental

values were reproduced fairly well in this calculation.

In addition to the high-spin positive parity states, two

regular sequences of negative parity states were observed.

These states could not be explained as members of a band

based on deformed proton lp-2h excitations.

In 109In the occurrence of a J ¥=21/2 + isomer with the

same nature as the Jir = 21/2 isomer (T, =13.8 nsec) in

1l1in l3) c a n jjg expected since the properties of the core

states in 110Sn and 112Sn do not differ significantly.

W. Weirauch et al. 1S> identified in 109In a 0.21 sec

isomeric state with J w= (19/2+) at an excitation energy of

~ 2 MeV.

Further investigation on the properties of this isomer

and on similar negative parity bands as found in lxlIn

were the main motivation for a detailed study of high-spin

states in 1 0 9In.
109In was studied with the 107Ag(o,2ny) reaction. The

performed experiments and results are described in section

IV-2. The proposed level scheme is discussed in section IV-3.
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The level scheme of 109In is compared with the level scheme

of xllIn and with model predictions in section IV-4.

IV-2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

For most experiments 28 MeV a-particles were used. The

targets were isotopically enriched self-supporting foils.

For the gamma-ray experiments targets with a thickness of

~ 5 mg/cm2 were used, for the electron experiments targets

of ~ 0.5 mg/cm2.

Singles gamma-ray spectra were recorded at six values for

the beam energy between 20 MeV and 30 MeV. In figure IV-1

the relative excitation functions of a number of intense

gamma-rays are shown. The relative intensities have been

normalized to the intensity of the 1428 keV gamma-ray. The

spectra were contaminated with gamma-rays from the (a,pny)

i
t

10Q

22 26

1011 I I J J * - . V2*

t»J Uf2»-»t3/J*

402 13(2*-»11/2*
«22 IJU--H.I I I1-

3/2*-» ml*

IM*-» nil*

Hit !3J2--» «/»•
ISO 1/2--. »!}•
i n JII--5 i/I-

mi- - • an*
nil--* tur

30

311 nit' -* 2I>2-
(M 111]* -» Wl*
3M mr -» u'2-

>Ea<M«V)

Figure IV-I Relative excitation functions of gaaaa-ray* from the 107Ag(ctf2ny)

reaction noraalited on the intencity of the 1428 keV 13/2 -+9/2 transition in
I09In. Also given in the figure is the relative excitation function of the S22

keV gassM-ray ftom 109Cd produced in the (a.pny) reaction.
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reaction and by gamma-rays emitted in the decay of 109In.

The relative excitation functions of gamma rays cannot be

used to distinguish between gamma-rays produced in the

(o,,2ny) and (a,pny) reactions. For example, the relative

excitation function of the 522 keV transition in 109Cd is

very similar to relative excitation functions of gamma-rays

in 109In.

In a coincidence measurement y~Y~At events were recorded

with two 65 cc Ge(Li) detectors. About l.lxlO7 events were

stored on magnetic tape. An example of coincidence spectra,

corrected for chance and background coincidences is shown

in figure IV-2.

The time distributions of the gamma-rays were measured

with respect to the beam burst of the cyclotron. No evidence

was found for isomeric states with a half-life longer than

1 nsec, the minimal detectable half-life with the techniques

used, with the exception of the 1.3 min isomer at 650 keV and

t
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Figurt IV-2 Spectra in coincidtnet with t«au-raya of 109In corractad for

chance and background coincidences.
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the 0.21 sec isomer at 2102 keV. We remeasured the half-life

of the isomer at 2102 keV. After 0.2 sec of irradiation the

beam was switched off and, after 0.1 sec delay, 16 consecu-

tive single gamma-ray spectra were recorded during intervals

of 0.1 sec. The results of this measurement are shown in

figure IV-3. The measured half-life 0.210(4) sec is in

agreement with the value reported by W. Weirauch et al. 1 5 J:

0.21(1) sec.

The angular distributions of emitted gamma-rays were

calculated from the measured relative intensities of the

gamma-rays at six angles (90°, 105°, 120°, 135°, 150° and

154°) with respect to the beam direction. The gamma-ray

spectra at each angle were recorded as a function of time

relative to the beam burst in 4 time bins of 24 nsec each,

covering the time difference between two consecutive beam

bursts (cf. section II-5-4). In figure IV-4 a time integrated

and delayed gamma-ray spectrum is shown. The experimental

10J

V)
h-
Z

oo

T 10'_

• 402 keV/ \ \ \ ^
(Tl = 0.202(5)) > O K

'• 1026 keV.' ^ s l
; (T 1=0.204(6))

1

19/2*
• 0.210

isomer

(4) sec

f

1
i

i n 1 0 9

^6731

2

In

uV
=0.216(2))

1428 keV
(T|-0.218(3))

0.5 1.0

TIME ( sec)

1.5

Figure IV-3 The decay of guna-rays occurring in the decay of the
J* - 19/2* iioaer.
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W7Ag(a.2nj)1(B[n at 26 MeV

500 1000
'CHANNEL NUMBER

1500 2000

Figure IV-4 A tine integrated and delayed ganoa-ray spectrum of the
107Ag(a,ZnY) reaction at 28 MeV.

angular distribution coefficients A 2 and A, are summarized

in Table IV-1.

The gamma-ray intensities quoted in this table have been

corrected for angular distribution effects and have been

normalized to the intensity of 1428 keV gamma-ray.

The linear -polarisations of gamma-rays were measured with

a polarimeter as described in section II-5-5. Figure IV-5

shows two spectra obtained by adding and subtracting the

spectra of gamma-rays scattered perpendicular to and in the

reaction plane. The results of this measurement are given

in Table IV-1. The linear polarization of gamma-rays below

180 keV cannot be measured with this polarimeter, due to

absorption in the scatterer of Compton scattered gamma-rays

and the timing properties of the detectors for low energetic

gamma-rays.
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V.

&

Table IV-1

E I
Y

89.

no.
164.

207.

218.

223.

231.

244.

259.

287.

331.

336.

339.

389.

401.

416.

421.

437.

534.

547.

575.

614.

649.

673.

673.

766.

856.

873.

893.

990.

(keV)

.24 (8)

.42(10)

.47

90

(6)

(6)

48(1l)b)

4

3

5

0

(3)

(2)

(3)

(4)c>

79(12)d;

0

30

47

80

97

7

9

0

9

1

3

2

8

52

(4)

(6)

(8)

(8)

(6)
e)

(2)f>

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)d>

(3)

(8) 8 )

85(12)e;

9

2

(2)

(2)

95(10)

5 (2)

25(12)

Energies

(A2,A4)

(EY
and

coefficients

I

12.4

4.2

12.0

9.8

2.1

1.7

I.I

7.5

a)

Y

(6)

(2)

(6)

(5)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(4)

2.0(10)

1.7

3.5

(3)

(6)

24.5(10)

9.0

7.1

(4)

(3)

23.8(10)

14

3.3

6.7

1.5

3.0

3.3

2.5

3.0

4.8

W
(4)

(4)

(5)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(4)

(5)

46.7(10)

21.0(15)

9.3

5.2

12.5

8.4

8.7

(5)

(3)

(6)

(5)

(5)

) , intensities '
Y '

linear polarizations

(cO of transitions

*2

-0.206

-0.24

-0.197

C)
(2)

(9)

-O.217(!0)

-0.18

-0.18

-0.25

-0.21

-0.14

-0.13

-0.14

-0.113

(3)

(3)

(5)

(2)

(7)

(5)

(4)

(8)

-0.097(11)

-0.1511

-0.080

-0.11

-0.27

-0.19

-

-0.04

-0.30

-0.29

-0.12

-

-

0.26

0.05

0.38

0.19

0.10

0.32

[12)

(8)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(4)

(6)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(2)

0

0

-0

-0

0

0

0

0

-0

0

0

-0

-0

-0.

-0,

-0.

-0,

-0,

-0.

-0.

-0.

0.

-0.

-0.

-0.

0.

-0.

-0.

angular distribution i

(P) of gamma-rays and

assigned

.01

.04

(2)

(2)

.017(15)

.032(17)

.13

.09

.12

.01

.16

.02

.06

(4)
(5)

(3)

(2)

(14)

(8)

(5)

.033(14)

.018(19)

.027(20)

.017(14)

.03

.09

.05

-

.06

.02

09

02

-

-

18

04

04

00

06

01

(3)

(4)

(4)

(5)

(8)

(6)

(4)

(3)

(3)

(5)

(3)

(4)

(2)

to 10<>In.

-0

-0

-0.

-0.

-0.

-0.

-0.

{

f
-0.

-0.

-0.

-0.

-0.

p

_

-

-

.42(15)

-

-

-

.27(13)

-

-

-

.14 (4)

.26(10)

35 (6)

25 (3)

-

-

-

-

64(15)

-

-

-

-

09 (2)

85 (9)

85(13)

48 (6)

51 (8)

62(14)

:oefflcients

K-conversion

160

59

36

24

34

18

19

13

10

3.

58.

20

2.

2.

<l.

1.

1.

0.

(*IO3)

-

-

(50)

U0)

(18)

(12)

-

(12)

-

-

-

(8)

(8)

(4)

(4)

-

-

-

-

-

0 (15)

-

5 h )

(2)

4 (5)

1 (4)

0

3 (3)

7 (4)

45(15)
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Table IV-I (continued)

E
Y

1026

1099

1104

1245

1428

(keV)

•35 (8)

e)

.5 (3) b )

.04(10)

.8 (3)

.32(10)

e)

64

50

10.

29.

5.

100

61

I

3

1

7

Y

(3)

(3)

(5)

(12)

(4)

(3)

A2

0.215

0.25

0.01

(9)

(1)

(2)

-0.266(10)

-0.26 (3)

0.191(11)

0.32 (1)

A4

-0.030(13)

-0.04 (2)

-0.03 (3)

-0.022(17)

-0.09 (6)

-0.097(17)

-0.16 (2)

P

-0.47

-

(5)

0.11(13)

0.35

0.14

0.33

(5)

(5)

(6)

aK(*l0
3)

1.1 (3)

0.89(20)

0.38

<0.34

0.53

(9)

(8)

a) Relative gamma-ray intensities at 28 MeV bombarding energy corrected for

angular distribution effects.

b) Because of rather flat excitation function probably a doublet.

c) Intensity and angular distribution corrected for contribution of 258.8 keV

isomeric transition in

d) Unresolved doublet with transition in 109Cd produced in 109In decay and in

the (o,pnY)109Cd reaction.

e) Prompt component.

f) Unresolved doublet with transition belonging to the (a.pnY) 1<)9Cd reaction.

g) Delayed component.

h) Theoretical M4 value used for normalization.

Conversion electrons were measured with a Si(Li) detector

and a mini-orange filter between the target and the electron

detector 16J (cf. section II-2). In an early stage of this

investigation the mini-orange set-up of J. van Klinken and

S.J. Feenstra was used * ) . Three different magnet configu-

We thank Dr. J. van Klinken and Drs. S.J. Feenstra for the use of their

mini-orange spectrometer and the valuable discussions about the construction

of our mini-orange spectrometer.
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t* 'O7Ag(a,2ny>109ln at 28 McV

15OO

Figure IV-5 Linear polarization spectra of 109In. The upper spectrum is

the sum of the spectra of gamma-rays scattered in and perpendicular to the

reaction plane, respectively. The lower spectrum is the difference of these

spectra.

rations were used to optimize the transmission of this

filter for different energy regions. The transmission

curves corresponding to these configurations are shown in

figure IV-6. The spectra contain a large number of

unresolved multiplets of peaks corresponding to K-shell and

L-shell electrons of different transitions. Due to the

complexity of the spectrum, especially in the energy region

from 200 keV to 500 keV, and the uncertainties in the trans-

mission, the errors in the experimental conversion coeffi-

cients are rather large (30 %) . The electrons of transitions

below 120 keV were not visible as peaks in the spectrum due

to the high background of S-electrons in the low energy part

of the spectrum. In figure IV-7, the electron and the

corresponding gamma-ray spectra are shown. The experimental

values for the K-conversion coefficients are tabulated in

Table IV-1 and compared with the theoretical values of
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Figure IV-6 Transmission curves of the mini-orange spectrometer used in

the study of conversion electron spectra of the 107Ag(a,2ny) reaction.

R.S. Hager and E.C. Seltzer 17J in figure IV-8.

The anisotropy in the angular distribution of the prompt

part of the peak due to a 673 keV gamma-ray indicates that

this peak is a doublet. This is supported by the observa-

tion of coincidences between this peak and prompt transi-

tions of 89 keV, 767 keV and 894 keV (cf. figure IV-2).

With an intrinsic Ge detector (resolution 1.5 keV at 661

keV) the gamma-ray spectrum was recorded as a function of

time relative to the beam burst. After proper correction

for delayed background in the prompt spectrum, the energies

of the prompt and delayed components of the 673 keV peak are

673.85(12) keV and 673.52(8) keV, respectively.

To investigate the multipolarity of the delayed part of

the 673 keV gamma-ray peak, the corresponding conversion

electrons were measured as a function of time relative to

the beam burst. Normalization of the delayed conversion
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10*

5 ioJ

E io2

t

x 0.1 x 0 3
 107Ag(a,2nJf)l09In at 28 MeV

Gamma rays

500 1000 1500 2000
—> CHANNEL NUMBER

2500 3000

Figure IV-7 The electron spectra of the 107Ag(o,2ny) reaction as neasured

with the three mini-orange configurations. The corresponding gama-ray

spectrum is plotted in the upper part of the figure. The electron spectra

are plotted in such a way that the K-conversion peaks fall in the sane

channels as the corresponding gama-ray peaks.

*

10'
500 1000

E UeV)
1500

Figure IV-8 Experimental K-conversion coefficients of transitions in
109In compared with the theoretical values of reference 17.
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electron and gamma-ray spectra was performed using the

theoretical K-conversion coefficients of the 650 keV

transition, with an M4 character, de-exciting the 1.3 min

isomer in 109In. The results of this measurement are

summarized in table IV-2 and indicate an M3 character for

the delayed 673 keV transition. From the angular distribu-

tion measurement and the conversion electron measurement,

it follows that the prompt 673 keV transition is E2.

The angular distribution and linear polarization data of

gamma-rays were analyzed under the assumption that the

magnetic substates are populated according to a Gaussian

distribution (cf. section III-3). The width o of this

distribution was restricted between 0.15JJ and O.SJ.̂  {J^

is the spin of the initial state). This range is in

accordance with the a calculated for pure El transitions in
109In. The width a for the states which are also fed by the

isomer was restricted between 0.3J. and 0.8J. which is in

agreement with the value of a calculated from the 1428 keV

E2 transition. As discussed in section III-3 for every

transition, 8 spin and parity combinations for the initial

and final state were considered, of which the spin and

parity of the final state were known. In cases where no

parity change occurs only Ml and/or E2 radiation were

.,-- Table IV-2 Experimental K-conversion coefficient and K/L ratio of the delayed

component of the 673 keV transition conpared with theoretical

predictions 17>. An H3 assignment is moit probable on basis of

these data.

M2 E3 H3 E4 Exp.

aR 8.89*10"3 6.49«IO-3 2.I7*IO~2 I.51*10~2 2.O(2)*IO"2

K/L 7.9 6.8 7.1 5.5 7.5(7)

• — * "
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Table IV-3 Results of the analyses of the angular distributions and linear

polarizations of gamma-rays of 109In. In column 1 and 2 the energies

of the levels and the energies of the gamma-rays de-exciting the

levels are given. In column 3 the spins and parities of the initial

and final levels are given. In column 4 and 5 the mixing ratios 6

and the width o of the Gaussian substate population for which the

X2s are minimal are given. In column 6 the minimal x2 are given.

Only solutions on the basis of a 99.9 % confidence limit were

considered. In cases of more than one of such solutions, the first

mentioned was assigned. In the last column the multipolarities of the

transitions deduced from the conversion coefficients are given.

Elevel(

1026

1428

1901

2195

2272

2532

2868,

2957.

3067.

3092.

3122.

3202.

:keV)

.4

.3

.3

.2

• 2

.4

.7

.9

,3

0

,4

4

E y (keV)

1026.4c)

1428.3c)

402.0c)

874.0

766.9

1245.8

1104.0

336.3

89.2d)

856.2

534.9

990.3

164.5d>

244.5

H0.4d)

n

11/2

7/2

13/2

** 9/2*

*+ 9/2*

** 9/2*

13/2**11/2*

13/2**13/2*

13/2

13/2

9/2

**.5/2*

*+ll/2*

*+U/2*

9/2**11/2*

15/2**13/2*

13/2'

9/2"

15/2

17/2

13/2

19/2

15/2

19/2"

17/2"

13/2"

19/2"

21/2

17/2

21/2"

17/2'

21/2

17/2

•+II/2*

' 11/2*

•+I3/2*

"+I5/2"

"+15/2"

+17/2

+17/2

"+I9/2*

"+I5/2"

•+I5/2"

+19/2*

+19/2

+19/2

•19/2"

+19/2"

+19/2

+19/2

\

0.40

-0.32

0.07

5.7

-0.04

0.32

-0.25 ^

s

I
(8)

(3)

(13)

(1)

i7

4

-2.25(20)

0.19

0.03

-0.02

0.01

0.02

-

0.14

-0.09

-

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.01

-0.05

0.09

1

(3)

(3J

(4)

(4)

(7)

(9)

(5)

(5)

(4)

(4)

<7)

(9)

2

1

3

3

3

2

2

0

0

0

2

0

1

3

2

2

1.

2,

1.

1,

3.

3.

2.

3.

1.

3.

3.

i

.6

.4

.2

.0

.5

.0

.5

.9

.4

.1!

3

(6)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(2)

(5)

.4(10)

.7

.6

.4

.6

.6

.8

(5)

(1)

.2(10)

.3

,3

2(10)

2

1

3

5

4

2

X2

13.6

10.8

20.

6.4

15.6

6.8

5.6

5.6

9.2

14.

16.

17.

3.3

14

12

6.4

6.4

5.0

6.4

8.8

6.5

7.2

7.2

1.5

1.5

16.

15.

nulti-
polarity

HI/E2

MI/E2

HI/E2

H1/E2

MI/E2

El

El

H1/E2

-

El

H1/E2

El

MI/E2

M1/E2

-
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Table IV-3 (continued)

Elevel ( k e V )

i 3410.3

\

, 3461.8

• 3800.1

207

339

389

«eV)

.9

.5

.8

J.

23/2'

19/2"

23/2'

19/2'

25/2"

21/2"

uv
"-•21/2"

"-•23/2"

"-•21 /2"

'-•21/2"

'-•23/2"

+23/2"

6

-0.02

0.09

0.05

-0.04

0.04

-0.03

a)

(7)

(9)

(3)

(4)

(3)

(3)

ob>

3.5

4.0

4.0

3.1

4.5

3.1

X2

6.8

10.

3.6

3.6

3.6

4.1

multi-
polarity

M1/E2

MI/E2

M1/E2

a) Sign convention of K.S. Krane amd R.H. Steffen 2lt>; in the case when two

solutions for 6 are allowed the one with J6| smallest is taken.

b) If the error in a is omitted then the whole region for o/J between 0.15 and

0.5 gives a good solution.

c) Prompt plus delayed part of the transition was analysed; o/J was varied

between 0.3 and 0.8.

d) No linear polarization data available.

considered. In the cases where parity change occurs only

El radiation was taken into account. In a grid search

procedure for every value of the mixing ratio 6, the x2 of

the fit was minimized with respect to the width 0. The

value of arc tg 6 was varied between -90° and 90° in steps

of 2°, in regions with low x2 in steps of 0.5°. Only spin

and parity combinations with a confidence limit of 99.9 %

were considered, the parity determination was also based on

the experimental values of conversion coefficient of the

transition (cf. section III-3).
l"
! In table IV-3 this analysis is summarized. In figure IV-9
!••
h examples of the spin and parity assignment analyses are

i1 shown.
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102.

"•I

10

D...1V2--* 1312*

99.9 °/o LIMIT

1104 keV

-90° 0°
arc tg 6

90° -90°

1V-3

Figure IV-9 Least-squares analyses of the angular distributions and

linear polarizations of the 1104 keV and 339 keV gamma-rays of 1 0 9In.

The normalized x2 of the fit is plotted as function of arc tg 6. Only

HI/E2 and El radiation was considered. The 99.9 X confidence limit for

5 degrees of freedom is indicated in the case of the 1104 keV gaama-ray

and for 4 degrees of freedom in the case of the 339 keV gaana-ray.

LEVEL SCHEME

The level scheme deduced from our experimental data is

shown in figure IV-10. The J w=9/2 + spin and parity assign-

ment for the ground state is deduced from the systematics

of the spins and parities of the groundstates of

107, i n , ..., I2iln n u ci ei 6j.

The level scheme of 109In was investigated earlier from

the B+ decay of 109Sn IB,19J a n d w i t h t h e iO8 C d ( d / n y)

reaction 6J . In these studies the J11 = l/2~ isomer at 650

keV and the J* = 3/2~ state at 981 keV have been established.

The levels at 1099 keV, 1463 keV and 1713 keV have been

observed in the (d,ny) reaction too. From these data a

definite spin and parity assignment, Jir = 5/2+, was made for
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40371 (25/2-

575.3

3 5 1 7 1 " 1 > 2 " ' l 3461.8 2 3 ^
2313 •*•*•<* ^ na(9~

3067.3
218.48

- *7.3 17/2- i

5343

2532.4 15/2-

25*2- 3800.1

23/2' 3410.3

21/2T 3202.4
JS2Z 3092.0

2272.2
2195

210(10)msec 2101
1195.2 alZ

I.8 19/2*

1428.3 « » *

1099.2 5)2*
1026.4 l { 2 i ^
980.8 2 ^

2868.7

J5JI. 2323.2

1.3 min 649.8

QJ2*

109In

Figure IV-10 Level scheme of I09In as obtained from the results of the
107Ag(a,2nY)109In reaction.

the excited state at 1099 keV.

The 0.2 sec isomer at 2102 keV and its decay has been

identified by W. Weirauch et at. 15], they suggested for

the spin and parity J17 = (19/2+) . This assignment is con-

firmed by the observed M3 character of the delayed part of

the 673 keV peak in the spectra.

The prompt 673 keV gamma-ray fits well between the 2869

keV and 2195 keV levels on basis of coincidence and energy

relations, but the intensity and angular distribution

coefficients of this gamma-ray are not in agreement with

this placement. Moreover, the prompt 673 keV gamma-ray is

in coincidence with an 894 keV gamma-ray. The data on this

894 keV gamma-ray are also puzzling because in the spectrum

i
i
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of gamma-rays coincident with this gamma-ray, the intensity

ratio between the 1428 keV and 402 keV gamma-rays is not in

agreement with this placement. Therefore we could not place

the prompt 673 keV gamma-ray in the level scheme unambi-

guously. The 894 keV transition is only tentatively placed.

The energy of the 1101.7 keV gamma-ray was deduced from

energy sum relations. The corresponding peak (1099.5 keV)

in the single gamma-ray spectrum is an unresolved doublet

with the 1099.2 keV groundstate transition. The latter

transition was also seen in the 108Cd(d,nY) reaction 6-'•

An unique spin and parity could be assigned to the levels

at 1428 keV =l3/2 +), 2195 keV =15/2 +), 2532 keV

(Jw = 15/2") , 2958 keV (J11 = 19/2") and 3092 keV (a* = 19/2")

(cf. table IV-4), using these values other unique assign-

ments were determined. The 402 keV and 1026 keV gamma-ray

have a M1/E2 character, so the level at 1026 keV has spin

and parity 13/2+.

Table IV-4 Experimental ratio of B(E2) values and ratios of reduced matrix

elements of transitions in 109In compared with hole-phonon

coupling calculation.
; t

exp. theo.

B(E2) 13/2* t- 'ill'
; 7

B(E2) 13/2 H.11/2

S 2'7

<9/2

5
0.44

ir-
0.24,2 0.20

L1

<l3/2+||M(E2)||l5/2*
;

<13/2
) —
l5/2 >

0.30*5 0.34
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The spin and parity of the 2869 keV level, J =17/2~, is

fixed by the dipole character of the 89 keV transition de-

exciting the J*=19/2" level at 2958 keV and the M1/E2

character of 336 keV transition decaying to the Jw = 15/2~

level at 2532 keV. The spin of the level at 2323 keV and

the spin and parity of the level at 1901 keV were deduced

from the dipole character of the gamma-rays involved. The

parity of the negative parity states was deduced from the

Ml character of the transitions and the negative parity

of the state at 2958 keV. For the spin assignments to these

states we used the "decreasing spin" assumption: the decay

proceeds to levels with a lower spin. This assumption is

supported by the slope of the relative excitation functions

of the gamma-rays involved and the absence of cross-over

transitions.

IV-4 DISCUSSION

The positive parity states

In figure IV-11 the observed positive parity states in
109In and J11In and the corresponding core states in 110Sn

(cf. chapter V) and 112Sn 20} are given.

I
J
t

109In 110,FSn mIn Sn

• MM an*

1989 »/2*

1153 na«
1257 t*

Figure IV-11 Positive parity states in 109In and m I n 13J compared with
corresponding positive parity states in 110Sn (cf. chapter V) and 112Sn 20).
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The positive parity states of odd 1 2 1" 1 1 5In nuclei have

been described successfully with a hole-phonon coupling

I model 2#13-'. Mixing ratios and branching ratios of transi-

f tions depopulating the high-spin members of the one and two

i phonon multiplets of llxIn 13J were calculated following a

| procedure described by G. Alaga and V. Paar lk}. We compared

}• the experimental results of 109In with the results of this

calculation. The same formula and the same values for the

parameters were taken as used in reference 13. The Ml

transition probability was calculated for gR = 0. A compari-

son between the theoretical and experimental results is

given in Table IV-4. It has been assumed that the J* - 15/2

state at 2195 keV belongs to the two phonon multiplet.

In 109In the typical features of the hole-core coupling

are not completely reflected by the experimental data.

However, the results obtained for the one phonon-multiplet

are comparable with those for llxIn. Of particular interest

is the mixing ratio of the 13/2+ •+ ll/2+ transition which

could not be measured for 112In. The relatively small value

measured for this mixing ratio is characteristic for the

hole-phonon coupling model. This small mixing ratio also

causes the large uncertainty in the ratio of the B(E2)

values of the l3/2+->9/2+ and 13/2+ •* ll/2+ transitions

(cf. Table IV-4). This ratio depends on 62 of the

13/2+->- ll/2+ transition. Note that the signs of the ratios

of the reduced matrix elements as given in Table IV-4 are

L positive. This is predicted by the hole-phonon model for

•a bands based on unique parity states 13J.

j The observation of the 0.21 sec isomer at 2102 keV

jj (J17 = 19/2+) is surprising. This state may originate from

[: the coupling of a lgo/9 proton hole to the J
77 = 6+ state at

2480 keV in 110Sn. A similar explanation is given for the

J11 = 2l/2+ isomer in xllIn lZi . However, the level schemes

of 109In and 121In indicate a significant difference

between the properties of high-spin positive parity states
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of these nuclei (cf. figure IV-11). The typical features

of the hole-core coupling model can be recognized quite

well in the level scheme of xllIn, whereas this pattern is

completely disturbed above 1.5 MeV in 109In. This deviation

is mainly due to the extremely low excitation energy of the

J7r = 19/2+ isomer. The J* = 6+ level in 112Sn is adequately

described in a two neutron quasi-particle model. In this

model the largest components in the wave function of this

level are a (v g 7/2 s v d 5/2),+ and (v g 7/2)^+. These

configurations will also be dominant in the wave function

of the J w = 6 + level in 110Sn (cf. chapter V ) . However, in

view of the systematics of neutron quasi-particle energies

in the odd Sn nuclei the (v g 7/2 s v d 5/2),+ component

will become more important in the J =6 of 110Sn. This,

however would not imply a lowering in excitation energy of

the J w=19/2 + state in 109Sn by an amount of 600 keV as is

found experimentally. It is also surprising that a J71 = 21/2

state, the state with the maximal spin of the TT g9/2
 s 6 +

multiplet, is not observed in 109In. The experimental data

did not give any indication for the excitation of this

level below 3.2 MeV. At present a satisfactory explanation

of all the observed phenomena cannot be given.

The negative parity states

In figure IV-12 the spectra of high-spin states of 109In

and l x 1In with negative parity are shown together with the

corresponding core states in 110Sn and 112Sn.

The similarity between the properties of these high-spin

states of 109In and J11In is surprising.

The experimental data, which are more complete for 109In

exhibit regular sequences of levels with increasing spin

values. This observation is influenced by the reaction

( mechanism which favours the excitation of states close to

;-;. the yrast line. The presentation of the negative parity

• states in bands is justified by the electromagnetic transi-
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Figure IV-12 Negative parity states in 109In and l u I n 13J compared with

corresponding negative parity states in 110Sn (cf. chapter V) and 112Sn 20).

tion probabilities. Transitions between members of one

band are strongly favoured above transitions between members

of different bands. In 109In two transitions from members

of the J* = 19/2" band to members of the J71 = 17/2~ band are

observed. The ratio of the B(M1) values of transitions

from the J17 = 19/2" band to the J11 = 17/2" band i.e. the 245

keV and 2 88 keV transition, and the B(M1) values of transi-

tions within the band e.g. the 110 keV and 208 keV transi-

tions are 0.06 and 0.11, respectively. No transitions were

observed in llxIn from members of the tentatively assigned

J11 = 19/2~ band to members of the J17 = 17/2~ band.

An explanation of the negative parity states in 109In and
J11In as hole-core coupled states is most likely. The exci-

tation energies of the negative parity states in the corres-

ponding even Sn nuclei support this interpretation (cf.

figure IV-12). An attempt to make a quantitative comparison

with theoretical calculations in the frame work of such a

model was performed by J.N.L. Akkermans Z1}.

The negative parity states in J11In were described as

neutron two quasi particle excitation in 112Sn 22} coupled

to a proton hole in the Ig9;2'
 2 si/2' 2P3/2 o r 1^5/2 o r b i t-

This calculation did not give an adequate description for
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the negative parity states in 1J1In. This might be due to s

the poor description of the core. The J w = 3 state in 112Sn

was calculated 1.2 MeV too high, the J*=9~ state 0.8 MeV

too low, the predicted excitation energy of this state is

even smaller than the excitation energies of the J17 = 5 and

7 states. An improvement of the description of the core is

obtained by taking into account proton lp-lh excitations

(cf. chapter V). Unfortunately also in this description the

J17 = 9~ state is calculated below the Jw = 5~ state. A calcu-

lation in which a proton hole is coupled to this improved

core is in progress 21-1.

An interpretation of the negative parity bands in terms

of rotational bands based on deformed proton states as

performed by K. Heyde 23J was not successful. The fast

increasing level spacings in the bands cannot be reproduced

in this model.

IV-5 CONCLUSIONS

The level structure of the nucleus 1 0 9 I n is similar to

the one of 2 1 1 I n with one exception. In x l l I n a J ^ = 2 1 / 2 +

isomer (Tj, = 13.9 nsec) at 2717 keV was found whereas in
1 0 9 I n a low lying (2102 keV) J * = 1 9 / 2 + isomer is found with

a half-life of 210 nsec. '.;

States with positive parity were described as states due '!

to the coupling a proton hole to a one phonon excitation

; of the core. The structure in the region of the two phonon _

[;.,' multiplet is disturbed by the J^ = 19/2 isomer. The low J

i excitation energy of this idomer cannot be explained satis- .;

j.-. factorily. ' )

;:,. The two negative parity bands based on a J77 = 17/2 and ~t\

f : 19/2~ state cannot be explained in the usual models. "?

• • We found no band structures based on proton excitations |

p from the Z = 50 shell to the next main shell. ;-j
1

if
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C H A P T E R V

HIGH-SPIN STATES IN 110Sn, 116Sn AND lleSn

T V-l INTRODUCTION

,v The Sn nuclei have 50 protons which form a closed shell.

);• Low lying (<4 MeV) excitations in these nuclei are the re-

!»'•'., fore thought to be due mainly to neutron excitations. In

'ip odd mass Sn nuclei several of the low lying states (<1.5 MeV)

; can be explained as neutron single particle excitations. In

[, even mass Sn nuclei besides neutron excitations also vibra-

'p tional excitations are known.

The properties of excited states in even mass Sn nuclei

¥
) can be described in more detail by microscopic theories in

[,! which valence neutrons are assumed to be outside a Z = N = 50

I inert core. W.F. van Gunsteren et al. li2) have carried out

£ such calculations using the BCS theory to describe the - .

t; properties of even and odd mass 1 1 1 - 1 2 5Sn nuclei. In a

j number-projected neutron quasi particle calculation they

i: reproduced well many properties of the until then known

\\ excited states in these Sn nuclei. In this calculation the ,

\ properties of the Jw = 2* and 3~ states in even mass Sn ;

b isotopes were not reproduced well; the properties of these |

I states can be described better by assuming a quadrupole or ;

t octupole phonon excitation, respectively 1;. ;
i

|; In neighbouring odd Sb (Z = 51) and odd In (Z = 49) nuclei, J

t different modes of excitation have been observed. In Sb .'

\ nuclei, excitations of the last odd proton have been j

I observed 3J while in In nuclei proton hole excitations are |.*J

| known (cf. chapter IV) • Moreover, excited states of these '•?.
:\
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nuclei have been found which can be explained in the frame-

: work of a particle-core (Sb) l*1 or hole-core (In) coupling

| model (cf. chapter IV). However, some low lying (~ 1 MeV)

I states in Sb (J17 = 9/2+) 4/5-1 and In (J17 = l/2+) 6J and the

\l collective AJ = 1 bands based on these states cannot be

[:, described with the models mentioned above. These states

\ may originate from the excitation of a proton from the

Z = 50 shell to the next main shell leaving one hole (Sb)

and two holes (In) in the Z=50 shell. A satisfactory

--. description of these proton particle-hole excitations and

the collective bands based on them, has been given in the
r vibrational model as well as in the deformed model.

In the vibrational model either a two particle-one hole

cluster (Sb) '*•' or a one particle-two hole cluster (In) 7)

is coupled to harmonic vibrations of the Sn core, or a

: proton hole (Sb) 8) and a proton particle (In) 9J is coupled

to anharmonic vibrations of the Te and Cd core, respectively.

Using a deformed basis, a description of the properties

of these bands can also be given. Total potential energy

calculations have shown that the Nilsson orbits for the

proton 9/2+[404] for Sb 8J and the l/2+[431] for In 6,ioj

originating from the next main shell, decrease in energy

,, for increasing deformation yielding a minimum for 3~0.2.

|; The decrease in energy compared to the spherical situation

['; is ~ 1.5 MeV.

I P. van Isacker et at. 8i and K. Heyde et al. 7r9> have

;'.,> discussed the similarity of the results obtained with both

f,. approaches for Sb and In, respectively.

! *: In view of the existence of these collective bands in odd

|'•) Sb and In nuclei, it was our aim to search systematically

£;: for collective bands based on proton particle-hole excita-

|/ tions in even mass Sn nuclei. In this chapter the experi-

I ments on 110Sn, 116Sn and 118Sn are described. 112Sn and

V. J^Sn have been investigated by J. Bron 11}.

| High-spin states in 110Sn, 116Sn and 118Sn were excited
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in Cd(a,2ny) reactions, their properties were studied with

in-beam gamma and electron spectroscopic techniques as

described in chapter II and III.

These nuclei have been studied before by a.o. T. Yamazaki

et al. 12). The aim of their study was to search for isome-

ric states and the decay of these states in the even mass

f _; Sn isotopes. Therefore prompt and delayed gamma-ray spectra

jv of Cd(a,xny) reactions were measured from which the half-

; - lives of several excited states in even Sn isotopes were

.'"' determined. In 1J °Sn no isomer was found. In 116Sn a J11 = 5

.'-'• isomer, T, = 350 nsec, was found. A Jw = (10 ) isomer,

V T, =0.75 ysec, was proposed in this nucleus although the

r isomeric transition was not observed. In 118Sn a J17 = 7

': isomer, T, = 230 nsec, and a J1* = b~, T, = 22 nsec, were found.

, The isomeric transition of the proposed J = (10 ) isomer,

T, >200 nsec, was not observed. The nature of the isomers

' was discussed in terms of neutron excitations. C.-h. Chang

et al. l3J measured the angular distribution of gamma-rays

and the conversion coefficients of transitions in 116Sn

,: found by T. Yamazaki et al. 12) . M. Ishihara et al. 1L>) have

;; investigated the prompt and delayed gamma-ray spectra of

Cd(a,xny) reactions with X-ray detectors. In this study the

transitions de-exciting the J77 = 10 isomers in 116Sn and
118Sn were found. They measured also the g-factors of

isomers in even Sn nuclei. High-spin states in 116Sn and

j 118Sn were also studied in the decay of 116Sb (^ = 8";

1 T, = 60 min) and 118Sn (^ = 8"; T, = 5h) , respectively. The

same isomers, except the J =10 isqmers, were found as in

the Cd(a,xnY) studies. H.W. Fielding et al. lS) had

performed the two proton transfer reactions Cd(3He,n) to

even mass Sn nuclei. They found a surprisingly large cross-
ii +

section to excited J =0 states in these-nuclei. A compi-

lation of the known properties in 1 1 0Sn, 116Sn and 118Sn

can be found in references 16, 17 and 18,^respectively•

A compilation about known g-factors and Q-moments of
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isomers in even Sn nuclei can be found in reference 19.

In the above mentioned Cd(a,xnY) studies, no coincidences

between gamma-rays were measured. High-spin states which

are not fed in the decay of the isomers were not found in

these studies. Band-like structures were therefore not

observed in even mass Sn nuclei.

The structure of 112 »* l>* >116 »118Sn is very similar. In

the four isotopes two strong cascades were found. The

strongest cascade is characterized by the occurrence of

several isomers. Many of the states belonging to this

cascade in 116Sn and 118Sn had been established before (see

above) and were interpreted as neutron quasi particle

excitations 12/13'1. The second cascade, not previously

observed, is a collective AJ=2 band with positive parity.

Only the low spin members (J< 6) of this band decay to the

first mentioned cascade. In 116Sn the decay of the band

down to the J w = 0 bandhead was observed. In 110Sn only

the first cascade was found.

A qualitative interpretation of the bandheads in

l12-1i8Sn nas been given in references 11 and 20. We will

present in this chapter a quantitative description. These

J17 = 0 bandheads originate from proton excitations of the

Z=50 shell. The potential energies of these states were

calculated by K. Heyde 21} by means of the macroscopic-

microscopic normalization method 22). Pairing correlations

between proton particles and proton holes were included

in a phenomenological way by using the difference in proton

separation energies 2 3 J. Recently, B. Nerlo-Pomorska

et al. 2l*} have reported on microscopic calculations of the

potential energies of both ground states and excited J11 = 0

states in even mass Sn and odd mass Ag isotopes. They found

for the Jw = 0 excited states in the Sn nuclei a deformation
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In reference 11 the systematics of the up-to-then known

quasi neutron excitations in even Sn isotopes has been

I discussed. The experimental data on these states of 112Sn

i and 11JfSn were compared with neutron quasi particle calcu-

li lations including proton one particle-one hole excitations.

{-' For 110Sn, 116Sn and ! J 8Sn the same calculations were per-

(. formed by K. Allaart 25J. Moreover, half-lives, g-factors,

f Q-moments and mixing ratios have been calculated for

11 o-i i 8gn and compared with experimentally known values
 19-'.

' Taking into account that no fitting of the parameters was

j performed, a reasonable agreement between the experimental

:; and theoretical values was obtained.

s
A brief outline of the experimental methods used is given

;•'. in section V-2. The experiments on 1 1 0Sn, 116Sn and 118Sn

k4 were performed in close collaboration with J. Bron in the

;; framework of a systematic study of even mass Sn isotopes.

i i In section V-3 the level schemes of 110Sn, 116Sn and

y lieSn will be discussed.

I In section V-4-1, the properties of the collective A J = 2
i bands observed in 1 1 2~ 1 1 8Sn are discussed.

; In section V-4-2 the results of the neutron quasi-particle
l'.

[ calculations are presented.

V-2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

The 108Cd(a,2nY)110Sn reaction was studied mainly with

32 MeV a-particles, and the llli'116Cdlka,2ny)
116'lieSn

reactions with 24 MeV a-particles. The targets were isoto-

pically enriched self-supporting foils with a thickness of

~ 5 mg/cm2 and ~ 0.5 mg/cm2 for the gamma-ray and conversion

electron experiments, respectively.

Relative excitation functions of gamma-rays were measured

for a-particle energies from 17-33 MeV in steps of 2-and
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3 MeV. The gamma-ray spectra were taken with a large volume

(95 cm3) Ge(Li) detector provided with a Compton suppression

shield (cf. section II-3). For the detection of low energe-

tic radiation, an 0.6 cm3 planar detector and an X-ray

detector were used. The Compton suppression shield was not

used in the study of 110Sn.

The bombardment of the 108Cd target with a-particles

yielded complex gamma-ray spectra. Besides the (a,2ny)

reaction, the {a,ny) and (a,pny) reactions have considerable

cross-sections. The 108Cd target was isotopically enriched

to 78.9 %. Furthermore it contained for more than 4 %:
110Cd (5.9%), 112Cd (5.3%) and 114Cd (4.5%) (cf. table

II-l). Gamma-rays from (a,xny) reactions from these conta-

minations were clearly visible in the spectra. The decay

of 110Sn (Tj. = 4.7h) and 110In (T^ = 67min) also caused peaks

in the spectra. In figure V-l a time-integrated and delayed

gamma-ray spectrum of the 108Cd(a,2nY) reaction is shown.

The gamma-rays due to competing reactions are indicated.

In figure V-2 relative excitation functions of gamma-rays

from 110Sn are shown. They are normalized to the intensity

i
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Figure V-l Time integrated and delayed gamma-ray spectrum of the 108Cd(a,2nY)

reaction at 32 MeV. Indicated in the figure are also the gamma-ray peaks due to

competing reactions.
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TO1

Figure V-2 Relative excitation functions of gamma-rays from the 108Cd(ct,2nY)

reaction normalized to the intensity of the 985 keV 4 •• 2 transition in 110Sn.

Also indicated in the figure are the excitation functions of gamma-rays of the

(a,ny) and (a.pny) reactions.

of the 985 keV gamma-ray of the 4 •*• 2 transition in 110Sn.

The relative excitation functions of transitions belonging

to the (a,ny) and (a,pny) reactions are also indicated in

the figure. On the basis of the relative excitation func-

tions, a distinction between gamma-rays from the (a,pny)

and (a,2ny) reaction cannot be made. The assignment of

gamma-rays to 11°Sn is based on y~Y coincidence relations

with known transitions in 110Sn.

The llh,116Cd(a,2ny) reactions at 24 MeV were hardly

contaminated by other reactions (cf. figure 11-10). In

figure V-3 the relative excitation functions of a number

of gamma-rays emitted by 116Sn are shown.

Three parameter y-y-Lt ooinoidenaes were measured with

two large Ge(Li) detectors. l-2*107 events were stored on

magnetic tape for each reaction. Typical coincidence spectra

of gamma-rays from 110Sn and 116Sn corrected for background
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Figure V-3 Relative excitation functions of gamma-rays of the !ll*Cd(a,2nY)

reaction normalized to the intensity of the 1294 keV 2 + 0 transition in

, K

and chance coincidences are shown in figure V-4 and V-5,

respectively.

To search for isomevic states, gamma-ray spectra were

recorded time related to the beam burst of the cyclotron at

a bombarding energy of 32 MeV. By studying the centre of

gravity of the time distributions llJ of gamma-rays from
1 1 6Sn, a half-life of 0.5(3) nsec was deduced for the 136

keV gamma-ray de-exciting the Jv = 7~ state at 2910 keV.

The half-life of the J17 = 6+ level at 2480 keV in 110Sn

was calculated by fitting the slope of the time distribution

of the 283 keV, 985 keV and 1212 keV gamma-rays to an expo-

nential function (cf. figure 11-11). A half-life of 8.3(4)

nsec was obtained for this level, an upper limit of 7 nsec

has been measured before by T. Yamazaki et al. 12}. The

half-life of the J*=5~ state at 2322 keV in 118Sn (T, =21.7

nsec) 18} could not be remeasured in these experiments since
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: that level has almost no side feeding at a bombarding energy '=

; of 32 MeV. :

I The decay of isomers with a half-life longer than 100 nsec

(. was studied using a burst suppression system 2 6,2 7.)̂  I n •.;

|t beam-free intervals, with a length of 10 ysec (116Sn) and 20

L ysec (118Sn), the decay of delayed gamma-rays was followed wit

«r- a large Ge(Li) detector and an X-ray detector. A half-life ';

f. of 833(30) nsec and 2.50(4) psec were deduced for the

\: J w = 1 0 + isomers at 3547 keV in 1 1 6Sn and at 3108 keV in
1 1 8Sn, respectively. These values are about 10% smaller ,;

I'-- than the values measured by M. Ishihara et at. 1**J. A :

kv half-life of 0.75(11) psec for the J11 = 10 + level in 1 1 6Sn y

5;; had been measured before 12t13> . The J* = 5~ level at 2366 ;

:";:'• keV in 1 1 6Sn was observed to have a half-life of 335(50)

f: nsec, in agreement with the value of 350 nsec, reported in

;' reference 17. The measured half-life for the Ju = 7~ isomer :
,r} /

S. at 2575 keV in 118Sn is 245(40) nsec, in agreement with the
t

value of 230 nsec of reference 18. The decay of these iso- -

mers are shown in figure II-12. •

From these measurements, the total conversion coefficients

of low energetic isomeric transitions in 1 1 6 S n and 1 1 8 S n •

were also deduced using the intensities of delayed gamma- :

rays. They are tabulated in Table V-l together with the i

theoretical values for these transitions taken from the

tables of R.S. Hager and E.C. Seltzer 28J. The total con- \\

version coefficient for the 78 keV transition in 1 1 0 S n as

deduced from gamma-ray intensities is also given in this

table. ';

To measure the angular distributions of gamma-rays, gamma- ~J

ray spectra were recorded at six angles between 6 = 90° and ;J

6 = 154°. In the set-up as described in section II-5-4, the I

values of the attenuation coefficients Q 2 and Q. were 0.99 ;

and 0.97, respectively. Prompt as well as delayed gamma-ray \J

spectra were recorded to deduce the prompt angular distri- A

bution of gamma-rays occurring in the cascade decay of f.
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Table V-l Total conversion coefficients (a_), deduced from gamma-ray

intensities, compared with predicted values of R.5. Hager and

E.C. Seltzer 28;. The assigned multipolarity is given in the

last column.

nucleus Ey(keV) <4 X P
V

assign-
ment

78

54

100

41

56

0.07-1.5

22 (14)

1.8 (4) a )

2.9(10)b)

17 (6)

0.36

1.0

0.18

2.1

0.9

I.I

3.3

0.57

7.1

2.9

3

14

1

37

12

.7

.6

15

61

5.8

166

51

50

350

17

1330

250

E1;M1/E2

E2

E2

El

E2

?••

a) A value of 1.5(2) has been given in reference 17.

b) A value of 4.3(7) has been given in reference 18.

ft
# ' •

I: '••
I •-

o
o

t
103

x0.2

"6Cd (a,2n^)"8Sn ot 24 MeV
Singles

500 1000
CHANNEL NUMBER

1500 2000

Figure V-6 Time integrated and delayed gamma-ray spectrum of the
n6Cd(a,2nv) reaction at 24 MeV. The gamma-ray peaks from Co are due

to a radioactive source in the neighbourhood of the Ge(Li) detector.

'A
;.3

i
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isomers and the angular distributions of peaks which are

unresolved doublets with peaks from gamma-rays emitted by

radioactive decay of the target (cf. section II-5-4) .

In figure V-6 a time integrated and delayed gamma-ray

spectrum of the *l6Cd(a,2nv)!18Sn reaction is shown as an

example. In figure 11-15 a time integrated and delayed gamma-

ray spectrum of the * lz*Cd(a,2nY) 216Sn reaction is shown.

In table V-2, V-3 and V-4 the angular distribution coef-

Table V-2 Energies (E ), relative intensities (I ) and angular distribution

coefficients (A,, A.) of gamma-rays and K-conversion coefficients

(aR) of transitions assigned to
 llflSn.

EY(keV)

78.2 (1)

167.84(6)

276.06(8)

282.9 (2)C)

324.6 (2)

383.7 (3)

487.1 (2)

985.03(3)

1011.3 (2)

1129.7 (4)

1175.6 (3)

1209.42(9)

1212.01(9)

1243.9 (3)

1334.8 (2)

1397.0 (5)

y

13.1(11)

19.3 (9)

20.0(10)

70 (6)

2.6 (2)

4.9 (3)

3.1 (2)

84 (3)

5.3 (3)

5.3 (3)

8.8 (4)

33 (2)

100

5.7 (3)

*.4 (4)

7.8 (4)

A2

-0.147(12)

-0.090(10)

0.382(11)

0.32

0.11

-0.16

-0.59

(3)

(3)

(2)

(3)

0.314(13)

0.30

0.42

0.36

-0.27

0.30

0.31

0.35

0.38

(3)

(7)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

A4

0.006(23)

-0.008(19)

0.009(22)

-0.07

0.06

-0.01

-0.04

(10)

(6)

(3)

(4)

-0.055(19)

-0.16

-0.18

-0.11

0.02

-0.05

-0.06

-0.01

-0.08

(4)

(8)

(5)

(6)

(2)

(4)

(5)

(4)

^(•lO 3)*'

d)

150 (30)

38 (8)

30 (12)

-

-

-

1.16

3.8 (12)

0.57(12)

0.75(15)

\ 0.67( 8)1
0.67(12)

0.59(10)

0.56(14)

a) Relative gamma-ray intensities at 32 MeV bombarding energy corrected for

angular distribution effects.

b) Normalized on the 985 keV E2 transition.

c) Doublet with 283 keV transition of ""in (see text).

d) Total conversion coefficient has been measured (see table V-l).
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Table V-3 Energies (E ), relative intensities (I ), angular distribution

coefficients (A,, A.) and polarizations (P) of ganma-rays and

K-conversion coefficients (a ) of transitions assigned to 116Sn.
K.

E (keV) a) aR(*103)
h

h "
f. 135

f 138
(?' 294

•'• 3 1 9

332

'-,".;. 355

'£'• 407

|; 4i6

: 436

If 463

• 505

'?) 542.

b 584.

•! 641.

L 679.

• 747.

\\ 793.

fi; sis.
yj 844.

t 884-

g 972.

iP io72-
;| 1098.

• 1267.

.0

.82

.8

.3

.6

.1

5

2

(5)

(6)

(2)
e)

(2)

(2)

(Df)

e)

(3)
g)

18(10)

86(10)

6

3

3

(3)

(3)

(2)

73(13)

e)

16(12)

0

7

8

8

9

2

2

62

e)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(6)
e)

26(17)

71(15)

9 (5)

0

16

12

7

1

6

21

13

0

0

24

19

8

1.

1

4.

25

17.

12.

4.

7.

7.

1.

3.

4.

6.

1.

49

4

16.

16.

2.

.36(25)

.1

.9

.5

.0

0

7

5

3

7

8

3

2

2

4

2

3

9

6

9

0

5

7

5

4

1

1

6

3

(8)

(6)

(7)

(1)

(2)

(9)

(0
(0
(2)

(8)

(12)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(14)

(17)

(10)

(5)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(O
(2)

(5)

(0
(2)

(1)

(12)

(4)

(8)

—

0.053

-0

-0

0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

0

-0

0

0

0

0

-0.

-0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

-0.

0.

0.

-0.

-0.

0.

0.

0.

.130

.19

.20

.031

.027

.06

.08

-

.241

(5)

(7)

(3)

(7)

(9)

(5)

(2)

(7)

(6)

293(12)

296(10)

13

05

(4)

(5)

329(12)

260

36

09

22

(8)

(3)

(2)

(7)

345(11)

370(10)

16

32

23

23

32

031

08

075

(4)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(5)

(5)

(1)

(8)

297(10)

24 (3)

—

-0.015 (8)

0.025(10)

0.05 (5)

-0.10 (II)

-0.006(16)

-0.019 (8)

-0.01 (3)

0.04 (10)

-

-0.09 (10)

-0.01 (2)

-0.074 (6)

-0.03 (7)

-0.04 (8)

-0.081(21)

-0.066(11)

-0.10 (5)

-0.00 (3)

-0.00 (11)

-0.098(17)

-0.123(17)

-0.10 (6)

-0.11 (3)

-0.03 (3)

-0.06 (3)

-0.18 (8)

0.Q2 (8)

-0.13 (13)

-0.013(13)

-0.061(15)

0.07 (5)

-
-

. -

-

-

-0.51

-0.29

-0.49

(4)

(2)

(3)

0.04(12)

-

-0.23

-0.34

0.45

(2)

(2)

(3)

-0.59(18)

-

0.49

0.39

0.43

0.18

0.29

0.60

C.62

(4)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(5)

(4)

(4)

0.44(10)

0.41

0.16

0.17

0.3

0.07

-0.25

0.05

0.53

-

(7)

(4)

(9)

(3)

(0
(5)

(3)

(5)

690

410

24

38

11

11

12

5

5.

2.

3.

2.

2.

2.

1.

0.

1.

0.

-

-

-

-

-

2

3

1

2

4

-

0

3

-

3

55

8

77

-

(400)'

(200)

(6)

(9)

(2)

(2)

(5)

(12)

(10)

(8)

(6)

(4)

(4)

(6)

(4)

(8)

(4)

(15)

3OO(3OO)c;

240

260

43

18

11

9

12

4

2

1

0.

1.

0.

(50)

(30)

(9)

(4)

(2)

.6(10)

(4)

.2(6)

i

6(3)

6(3)

51(10)

6(3)

96(5)
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Table V-3 (continued)

EY(keV) I y
a ' A2

1293.52 (6) 100 0.113 (8) -0 .027(12) 0.18 (3) 0.647 0 .6 (1 )
e ) 38 (3) 0.21 (4) -0.04 (7) 0.J3 (3)

1356.8 (5) 1.7 (5) 0.40 (4) -0.09 (6) 0.28(20) 0.9 (4)

1508.6 (5) 2.5 (3) 0.21 (3) 0.04 (5) - - 0.46(3)

2U3.4 (7) 5.9 (4) 0.27 (2) -0.08 (3) - - 0.31(2)

; a) Relative gamma-ray intensities at 24 HeV bombarding energy corrected for

: angular distribution effects.

b) Normalized on the 1294 keV E2 transition.

c) Total conversion coefficient has been measured (see table V-l).

d) L-conversion coefficient.

e) Intensity, angular distribution coefficients and polarization of prompt

gamma-rays of this transition.

:; f) Unresolved doublet, see text.

] g) Gamma-ray observed only in coincidence spectra, energy and intensity taken

{ from reference 31-*.

' h) Values of reference ]7J.

ficients A- and A, are tabulated for transition in 1 1 0Sn,
116Sn and 1 1 8Sn, respectively. For several transitions in
116Sn and 1 1 8Sn, the time integrated and prompt angular

distribution coefficients have been given. The attenuation

of the angular distributions due to hyperfine interactions

of the isomers with their environments is obvious by compa-

ring the time integrated and prompt angular distribution

coefficients. The gamma-ray intensities also given in the

tables were deduced from the normalization constant N of
o

the angular distribution as defined in formula II-4.

The linear polarizations of gamma-rays were measured with
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Table V-4 Energies (E ), relative intensities (I ), angular distribution

coefficients (A,, A.) and polarizations (P) of gamma-rays and

K-conversion coefficients (aR) of transitions assigned to
 118Sn.

a)

41.0

56.1

208.5

253.70

(4)

(3)

(4)

(6)

446.03(15)

477.25

510.5

598.2

692.5

719.2

803.4

813.1

884

1050.64

1091.5

1229.63

1259.2

1504.2

2042.1

(6)
d)

(De)

(4)f>

(*)»
(2)

(3)

(3)

O>8)

(6)

(2)

(6)

(6)

(9)

(8)

14 (5)

0.37(14)

1.8

52

2.8

28

6.7

12

6.9

9.2

7.2

2.1

2.6

1.0

87

3.2

100

1.8

3.3

2.2

(3)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(ID
(2)

(10)

(3)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(3)

(3)

(4)
(3)

-

-

0.23

0.088

0.22

-0.099

-0.26

-

0.14

0.26

0.27

0.26

-0.08

-

0.17

0.18

(4)

(9)

(2)

(9)

(4)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(3)

(4)

0.157(10)

0.23

0.19

0.21

(5)

(4)

(6)

-

-

-0.03 (7)

-0.014(15)

-0.06 (3)

0.008(16)

0.02

-

-0.03

-0.09

-0.09

-0.08

0.02

-

-0.02

-0.10

(7)

(4)

(3)

(3)

(7)

(8)

(3)

(9)

-0.017(15)

0.03

0.04

0.07

(7)

(12)

(9)

-

-

0.40(14)

0.07

0.30

0.08

0.08

-

0.07

0.65

0.49

0.29

-0.39

-

0.20

(I)
(7)

(2)

(7)

(5)

(5)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(2)

0.13(27)

0.17

0.5

-
-

(5)

(2)

c)

c)

81 (20)

52 (6)

10 (3)

2.1 (7)

-

50 (!0)

3.0 (5)

3.1 (6)

4.5 (25)

2.8 (12)

-

1.00(13)

-

0.719

-

-
-

a) Relative gamma-ray intensities at 24 MeV bombarding energy corrected for

angular distribution effects.

b) Normalized to the 1230 keV E2 transition.

c) Total conversion coefficient has been measured (see table V-l).

d) Intensity, angular distribution coefficients and polarization of prompt

gamma-rays of this transition.

e) Energy and intensity calculated from electron spectrum assuming an E2

transition.

f) Multiplet with Doppler broadened peak of the Ge(n,n'y) reaction

g) Only seen in coincidence spectra.
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the three crystal Compton polarimeter described in section

II-5-5. To measure the prompt linear polarizations of gamma-

rays occurring in the cascade decay of isomers, the scatte-

ring events were measured as a function of time relative to

the burst of the cyclotron. The linear polarizations of

gamma-rays from 110Sn were not measured.

In figure 11-17 a prompt and delayed linear polarization

spectrum of 116Sn is shown. Spectra of 116Sn obtained by

adding and subtracting the spectra of gamma-rays

scattered perpendicular to and in the reaction plane,

respectively, are shown in figure V-7. In Table V-3 and V-4

the time integrated as well as the prompt linear polariza-

tions of gamma-rays from lleSn and 1 1 8Sn, respectively, are

tabulated.

Spectra of conversion electrons were measured with a mini-

orange spectrometer described in section II-2. Three diffe-

rent magnet configurations were used to optimize the trans-

mission of the spectrometer in different energy regions.

From the measured conversion electron and gamma-ray inten-

I 10'.
o
o

t
11 I ̂  I i ' i 1 1 1 i

X3

"4Cd(a,2n)f) 1I6Sn at 24MeV
Linear polarization aNl-Nll

500 1000
Ej(keV)

1500

Figure V-7 Linear polarization spectra of 116Sn. The upper spectrum is the

sum of the spectra of ganma-rays scattered perpendicular to and in the reaction

plane, respectively. The lower spectrum is the difference of these spectra.
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sities the conversion coefficients of the transitions were

calculated. The conversion coefficients of transitions in
1 1 0Sn, 116Sn and 118Sn were normalized to the 985 keV, 1294

keV and 12 30 keV E2 transitions, respectively.

In figure II-9 examples of transmissions of several of the

mini-orange configurations used are shown. In figure 11-19

part of the gamma-ray and electron spectrum from the
116Cd(a,2nv)xx8Sn reaction is shown. In figure V-8 gamma-

ray and electron spectra from the 11£tCd(a,2nY) 1' 6Sn reaction

are shown. The conversion coefficients deduced from gamma-

ray and conversion electron peak intensities are tabulated

in tables V-2, V-3 and V-4 and compared with the predictions

of R.S. Hager and E.C. Seltzer 28J in figure V-9.

Spin and parity assignments were deduced from the conver-

sion coefficients and the angular distributions and linear

polarizations of gamma-rays. The procedure used and the

assumptions made have been discussed in chapter III.

£io3

Rio2

x0.1

2 s 1MCd(as2nK)l16Sn at 24MSV
1 " Gamma rays

500

u3 x 0.1 Gamma rays

IMCd(a.2nj) "6Sn at 28MeV

1000 1500
CHANNEL NUMBER

500 1000

Figure V-8 The electron spectra of the ' 11(Cd(a,2nY) " 6 S n reaction measured

with three configurations of the mini-orange spectrometer. The corresponding

gamma-ray spectrim is plotted in the upper part of the figure. The electron

spectra are plotted in such a way that the K-conversion peaks fall in the

same channels as the corresponding gamma-ray peaks.
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10'
500 1000

E ( keV)

1500 2000

Figure V-9 Experimental K-conversion coefficients of transitions in

110Sn, 116Sn and I18Sn compared with the theoretical values of reference 28.

A Gaussian distribution over the magnetic substates of the

initial state was assumed. The width of this distribution

was allowed to vary from 0.1 Jj to J^ The values for o of

known E2 transitions lay well within this range. Prompt

transitions were assumed to have a dipole and/or quadrupole

character. The prompt angular distribution and linear pola-

rization data of several transitions with a delayed compo-

nent in 116Sn and 118Sn were used in the analysis. Several

unambiguous spin and parity assignments based on a confi-

dence limit of 99.9 % could be made for excited states in
116Sn and 118Sn. In cases where no such unambiguous spin

assignment could be made, use has been made of the
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"decreasing spin" assumption: the decay of a level in a
; strongly fed cascade proceeds to a state with a lower spin.

j' This assumption is supported by the slope of the excitation

]:. functions of the gamma-rays involved and the absense of

I;, cross-over transitions. In figure V-ll and V-12 some exam-

§• pies of the analyses are shown for states in 116Sn and

j/r 118Sn. In table V-6 and V-7 the results of the analyses

•? are tabulated.

r The linear polarizations of gamma-rays of 110Sn were not

measured. The parity assignments to excited states in this

nucleus are based on the conversion coefficients of the

transitions. The spin values assigned, strongly depend on

the "decreasing spin" assumption. In figure V-10 examples

of the spin analyses are shown. The results are tabulated

in Table V-5.

-90 0
arc tg 6

Figure V-10 Least-squares analysis of Che angular distribution data of the

168 keV and 1209 keV gamma-rays of 110Sn. The normalized \2 o* the fit is

plotted as a function of arc tg 6. Only dipole and/or quadrupole radiation

was considered. The 99.9 7. confidence limit for 3 degrees of freedom is

indicated.
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Table V-5 Results of the analyses of the angular distributions of gamma-rays

of 110Sn. In column 1 and 2 the energies of the levels and the

energies of the gamma-rays de-exciting the levels are given. In

column 3 the spins of the initial and final levels are given. In

column 4 and 5 the mixing ratios and the width o of the Gaussian

substate population for which the x2 is minimal are given. In

column 6 the minimal x2fs are listed. Only solutions on the basis

of a 99.9% confidence limit were considered. In cases of more than

one of such solutions, the first mentioned was assigned. In the last

column the multipolarities of the transitions deduced from the

conversion coefficients are given.

Elevel(keV)

1212

2197

2456

248Ob)

2756

3692

3770

3815

3935

4322

4900

Ey(keV)

1212

985

1244

283

276

1209

78

ton

1335

168

384

1130

J.*Jf

2+0

4*2

2*2

4*2

2*2

1*2

6*4

4*4

6*6

7*6

5*6

7*6

5*6

8*7

6*7

8*6

6*6

8*6

7*6

6*6

9*8

7*8

10*9

8*9

10*8

8*8

6a>

-

-

-0.09 (5)

-

-0.03 (3)

0.8 (7)

-

0.5 (7)

-0.03(21)

0.45 (9)

-0.53(14)

0.02 (5)

0.11 (4)

0.05 (3)

0.00 (4)

-

0.9 (3)

-

0.45 (8)

0.2 (4)

0.08 (3)

-0.04 (2)

0.0 (2)

0.00 (3)

-

0.6 (7)

a

1.4 (3)

1.6 (3)

1.0 (4)

1.7 (4)

0.8 (4)

0.4 (2)

1.9 (8)

1.8 (5)

1.6 (6)

1.8 (5)

1.3 (6)

1.4 (6)

1.5 (5)

1.7 (7)

1.5 (5)

2.4 (8)

1.6 (6)

2.5 (7)

2.4 (8)

2.3(10)

3.1(15)

2.1(10)

3 (2)

2.6(14)

1.7 (7)

.9 (9)

x2

10.0

5.0

9.2

10.5

12.4

12.0

7.0

8.0

3.2

2.4

1.2

11.4

12.0

4.0

4.0

8.2

5.1

6.8

3.8

2.4

1.8

1.8

6.4

7.2

7.5

7.2

multi-
polarity

M1/E2

M1/E2

M1/E2

HI/E2

HI/E2

El

EI;M1/E2

M2

MI/E2

M1/E2

-

M1/E2
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Table V-5 (continued)

Elevel<keV> V k e V >
multi-
polarity

5114

5335

1176 11+9

1397 11+9

9+9

0.06 (f.)

0.6 (7)

2.2(12)

1.7(15)

2.2(10)

2.5(10)

4.5

4.8

6.5

6.4

M1/E2

M1/E2

a) Sign convention of K.S. Krane and R.M. Steffen

smallest absolute value of € are given.

b) Isomeric state.

. Only solutions with the

99.9°/. LIMIT

. 680 k«V

•-.6+

-90 90°-90° 0°
arc tg 6

90°

Figure V-ll Least-squares analysis of the angular distribution and linear

polarization data of the prompt 319 keV and 680 keV transitions in 116Sn.

The normalized x2 of the fit is plotted as a function of arc tg 6. Only

£1, Ml and E2 radiation was considered. The 99.9 7. confidence limit for 4

and 5 degrees of freedom is indicated for the 319 keV and 680 keV transitions,

respectively.
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Figure V-12 Least-squares analysis of the angular distribution and linear

polarization data of the 719 keV and 693 keV transitions in 118Sn. The

normalized x2 o f ttle fit *s plotted as a function of arc tg 6. Only El, Ml

and E2 radiation was considered. The 99.9 Z confidence limit for 5 degrees

of freedom is indicated.

LEVEL SCHEMES

The level schemes of 110Sn, 116Sn and !J8Sn were construc

ted using the results of the measurements of y-y coinciden-

ces, relative excitation functions and the decay times of

the gamma-rays. The results of the conversion coefficient

measurements and the measurements of angular distributions

and linear polarizations of gamma-rays were used to assign

spins and parities to the levels.

V-3-1 Level scheme of ll0Sn

The level scheme of 110Sn deduced from the results of otir

study of the J08Cd(a,2nY)J10Sn reaction is shown in figure

V-13. In this nucleus one strong decay branch was observed
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Figure V-13 Level scheme of n°Sn as obtained from the 108Cd(a,2ny) I10Sn
reaction at 32 MeV.
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The levels at 1212 keV, 2197 keV and 2480 keV have been

observed before in a 108Cd(a,xnY) reaction study 1 2 J. The

first two mentioned levels were also found in the decay of
110Sb (Jrr s = 3+; Tj, = 24.0 sec) 29J in which the level at

2456 keV was observed too. In reference 12 an upper limit

of 7 nsec for the half-life of the j'" = 6+ isomer has been

given. Recently the two neutron pick-up reaction
112Sn(p,t)110was performed 30J * ) .

The energies, relative intensities and angular distribution

coefficients of gamma-rays and the conversion coefficients

of transitions assigned to 110Sn are tabulated in table V-2.

The peak due to the 282.9 keV transition in J * °Sn is a

member of an unresolved doublet with the 283 keV (1 ) -»• 2

transition in 110In 16J fed in the decay of 11°Sn and in

the 108Cd(a,pnY) reaction, having an energy equal to the

282.9 keV transition within 0.2 keV. In the electron spectra

and gamma-ray spectra recorded in the angular distribution

experiment, the intensity of the delayed component of the

283 keV transition was subtracted from the total intensity

of this doublet to obtain the intensity of the 282.9 keV

transition (cf. chapter II-5-4). In the electron spectra

this line could not be analyzed as a doublet due to the

small energy difference (1.3 keV) between the members of

the doublet. The contribution of the prompt 283 keV transi-

tion in 110In to the intensity of the 282.9 keV peak is

expected to be small since low spin states (J17 = (1 )) are

excited with small cross-sections in compound nuclear

reactions. Hence, we have neglected this contribution.

In the conversion electron spectrum the peaks due to the

1209.4 keV and 1212.0 keV transitions could not be separated.

The 1212.0 keV is an E2 transition. The angular distribution

*) We thank Drs. P.J. Blankert for putting the results of his measurement

of the U2Sn(p,t)noSn reaction to our disposal prior to publication.
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of the 1209.4 keV gamma-ray indicates adipole character for

this transition. The K-conversion coefficients of the 1209.4

keV transition was calculated from the K-conversion coef-

ficient (0.67(8) 10~3) of the composite peak and the known

ratio between the gamma-ray intensities of both transitions.

The theoretical conversion coefficients for this doublet

are 0.78 10~3 and 0.64 10~3 assuming an E2 character for

the 1212.0 keV transition and an Ml and El character for

the 1209.4 keV transition, respectively. Thus an El charac-

ter seems to be most probable for the 1209.4 keV transition,

although an Ml character cannot be excluded completely due

to the relatively large error in the experimental value of

the conversion coefficient,

The measured conversion coefficients of transitions in
110Sn indicate an M1/E2 character for all of them, except

the 1209 keV and 1011 keV transitions which have most

probably an El and M2 character, respectively. These two

transitions establish the negative parity of the states of

•j 3692 keV and 3770 keV.

ii Since linear polarization data are not available, unique

spin assignments are not possible (cf. chapter III-3). For

the spin assignments the "decreasing spin" assumption was

used. In Table V-5 the results of the analyses to assign

spins are tabulated. The states at 2197 keV and 2480 keV

most probably have spin J = 4 and J = 6, respectively. The

A, coefficients of the transitions de-exciting these states

are too small for stretched E2 transitions (cf. Table V-2)•

This is most probably due to hyperfine interactions of the

Jv = 6+ isomer with its environment. A similar attenuation

of the A, coefficients of gamma-rays occurring in the decay

of the j'r = 6 isomer (T, =13.9 nsec} in 112Sn was observed
1 1 J. The spin and parity assignments for the 1212 keV, 2197

keV and 2480 keV states are in accordance with references

12, 29 and 30. The character of the 1209 keV (El) 1011 keV

(M2) 276 keV (M1/E2) and 78 keV (M1/E2) transitions deter-
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mines the spins and parities of the levels at 2756 keV

(j* = 6 + ) , 3692 keV (J*=7~) and 3770 keV (Jv = 8~). Other

r possible spin values cannot be excluded but are less

1 probable, due to the reaction used. The spin assignment for

• the states above 3.8 MeV are only based on the "decreasing

•- spin" assumption. The spin and parity assignment to the

level at 3815 keV (Jw= (8+)) is based on the M1/E2 character

; of the 1335 keV transition. Although a j" = 6+ assignment is

favoured because of the small A, coefficient of this transi-

tion, we think that the J* = 8 assignment is more likely due

to the reaction used and the decay properties of this state.

Probably the peaks of this transition are contaminated by

the peaks of another prompt transition.

In the decay of 1 1 0Sb, a state at 2455 keV in 110Sn is

fed with a log ft of 5.8 29J . This state decays via a 1244

keV transition to the J7r = 2. state. Combining these results

with the results of our study, a J =4 or 2 assignment to

j this state is most likely. The JT = 4 assignment is preferred

:;• i because of the reaction used. In the 112Sn(p,t) reaction, a

i strong collective i, = 3 transfer is found to a state at 2457
; | keV yielding a 3V = 3~ for this state 3 0 J. The results of

j the above mentioned experiments indicate that a close lying
;..'•' doublet exists in 110Sn at 2455 keV of which one state is a

J* = 3~ state and the other a J^ = (4+) state. We found no

evidence that the 1244 keV transition is a doublet.

V-3-2 Level scheme of 116Sn

The level scheme of 116Sn deduced from the results of our

study of the 11!*Cd(a,2nY) reaction is shown in figure V-14.

The decay of high-spin states to the ground state proceeds

'• via two branches. The most intense branch is characterized

by the occurrence of several isomeric states. The second

branch decays via prompt transitions and can be characterized

as a collective AJ=2 band.

A compilation of the known properties of excited states
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Table V-6 Results of the analyses of angular distributions and linear

polarizations of gamma-rays of 116Sn. In column I and 2 the energies

of the levels and the energies of the gamma-rays de-exciting the

levels are given. In column 3 the spins and parities of the initial

and final levels are given. In column 4 and 5 the mixing ratios 6

and the width a of the Gaussian substate population for which the

X2's are minimal are given. In column 6 the minimal x2'5 are given.

Only solutions on the basis of a 99.9% confidence limit were

considered. In cases of more than one of such solutions, the first

mentioned was assigned. In the last column the multipolarities of

the transitions deduced from the conversion coefficients are given.

Elevel<
keV>

2113

2392

2529

2773

2909

3032

3210

3228

3493

3523

3713

4507

4871

5391

E^keV)

2113

819

1099

417

4O7b>

543b>

505

641

844

3.9b)

584C)

295

680

794

1357

884

2+V
2+-2+

3**2*

4++2+

4+-2+

6%5~

7~+5~

6+-4*

6%4+

7%5~

5~-*5~

8~*7~

8+->7"

9~-*8~

7%8 ~

8+*6+

IO+-8+

8+-*8+

ll~->9~

9%9"
7~+9~

12+*»0+

l0+-M0*

-

-1.5 (4)

1.0 (4)

-

-

0.02(2)

-

-

-

-

1.2 (3)

0.11(1)

-

0.13(2)

-0.11(1)

-

-

0.53(6)

-

0.53

-

-

0.7 (4)

0

1.6 (5)

1.2 (2)

2.7 (6)

1.8 (2)

1.8 (2)

1.6 (6)

2.6 (3)

2.0 (2)

1.8 (2)

3.1 (8)

3.8 (5)

1.5 (2)

4.3 (4)

1.5 (6)

0.7

1.8 (3)

2.6 (3)

6 (2)

2 (1)

2.0 (8)

1.4(10)

2.4 (4)

1.6(10)

X2

2.5

2.5

11.5

2.2

2.5

1.5

18.5

5.0

2.7

10.0

18.8

2.0

3.0

6.2

11.6

1.5

9.2

18

5.0

1.6

20

5.7

4.0

multi-
polarity

MI/E2

MI/E2

MI/E2

MI/E2

MI/E2

MI/E2

N1/E2

M1/E2

M1/E2

M1/E2

El

M1/E2

H1/E2

HI/E2

HI/E2

MI/E2

a) Sign convention of K.S. Krane and R.H. Steffen hl).

b) Prompt angular distribution and linear polarization used.

c) Time integrated angular distribution and linear polarization data used;

a varied between 4.0 and 12.0.
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Figure V-14 Level scheme of

reaction at 24 MeV.

as obtained from the >!l>Cd(a,2nY)n6Sn
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in 116Sn as deduced from light particle reactions and decay

studies can be found in reference 17. The properties of the

positive parity states below 2810 keV are in agreement with

results of decay studies and light particle -^actions 17J.

The negative parity states below 3210 keV were found in the

study of the decay of 116Sb (J1T = 8~; T,= 60 min) too, except
_ %

the J = (7 ) state at 3106 keV 17). A report on the measure-

ment of y-y directional correlations of several cascades in
116Sn has been given by G. Garcia-Bermudez et al 3 1 J. The
114Cd(a,2ny) reaction has been studied before 12»13.-1MJ ,

but only the properties of gamma-rays with a delayed compo-

nent, have been investigated.

The decay of the J17 = 10 and J11 = 5~ isomers, as observed

in this study, is in agreement with the level schemes given

in reference 14 and 17, although a 214 keV and a 264 keV

transition observed in the decay of the J77 = 8 state at

3493 keV lhi was not seen in our study.

In Table V-3 the energies, relative intensities, angular

distribution coefficients and linear polarizations of gamma-

rays and conversion coefficients of transitions assigned to
llsSn are summarized, the conversion coefficients are com-

pared with the values as compiled in the Nuclear Data Sheets
1 7 J. The angular distribution coefficients of gamma-rays

occurring in the cascade decay of the isomers are in agree-

ment with the values given in reference 13, besides those

of the 407 keV and 417 keV gamma-ray which deviate ~ 20 %

from our values. This can be due to the fact that they could

not resolve completely the doublet of these gamma-rays in

the gamma-ray spectrum.

The two 319.1 keV transitions form an unresolved doublet

(energy difference < 0.2 keV) in the spectra and are coin-

cident with each other. The 355 keV transition was only seen

in coincidence with the 417 keV and 505 keV transitions

(cf. figure V-5). This transition is known from decay studies

as well 17,3U .
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In Table V-6 the results of the analyses of the angular

distributions and linear polarizations of gamma-rays to

assign spins and parities are summarized. For the 319 keV

407 keV and 543 keV transitions the prompt angular distri-

bution and linear polarization data were used. The J = 3

state at 2266 keV has almost no prompt side-feeding. The

spin and parity for this state, the state at 2366 keV

(J7T = 5~) and the state at 1294 keV (J17 = 2+) were taken from

reference 17. The measured conversion coefficients of the

973 keV, 1072 keV and 100 keV transitions confirm these

assignments. The spins and parities of the states at 2773

keV (^ = 6"), 2909 keV {J77 = 7") , 3228 keV (J77 = 8~) and

349 3 keV (J17 = 8 ) were assigned uniquely. The first two

assignments are also in agreement with the adopted values

of reference 17.

The ratio between the gamma-ray intensity of the 319.1

keV 8 -> 7 transition and the gamma-ray intensity of the

319.1 keV isomeric transition is 4.0. The 319 keV 8~ -* 7~

transition has a M1/E2 character with a mixing ratio

6=0.11. Its theoretical conversion coefficient, using the

values of reference 28 is then: 2.12 10~2. The theoretical

conversion coefficients of the 319.1 keV doublet assuming

different characters of the 319.1 keV isomeric transition

are: 2.1 1O"2(M1), 2.2 10"2 (E2), 3.5 10"2 (M2) and 3.4 10"2

(E3). The experimental value is 3.8(9) 10"2. Thus the

character of the 319.1 keV isomeric transition is M2 and/or

E3. AnEl+M2 character for the 319 keV gamma was observed

in references 12 and 13 but this gamma-ray was not assigned

as a doublet by these authors. The observed character of

the 319 keV isomeric transition and the half-life of the

isomer imply a j " = 10 or 11 spin and parity assignment

to the isomer at 3547 keV. The J17 = 11~ possibility is ruled

out as the 54 keV transition, from the isomer to the J f f=8 +

state at 3493 keV, has an E2 character (cf. Table V-l).

Therefore a J77 = 10+ spin and parity assignment for the
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isomer is most likely, in agreement with the proposed value

of reference 14.

A J77 = 9~ assignment to the state at 3523 keV is most

probable. A J77 = 11 assignment to the state at 4879 keV is

preferred because of the "decreasing spin" assumption. The

spins and parities of the states at 3206 (J17= (7~)) and 4496

keV (J77 =

are weak.

keV (J77 = (10~)) are tentative since the transitions involved

For the positive parity band up to the J =8 state

unambiguous spin and parity assignments were made. For the

states below 2.9 MeV the assignments are in agreement with

reference 17. The almost isotropical angular distribution

of the 463 keV gamma-ray is in agreement with the J17 = 0

assignment for the state at 1757 keV. The level at 4507 keV

has most probably J77 = 10+. For the level at 5391 keV a

J77 = 10 assignment is favoured from the analysis of the

angular distribution and linear polarization data (cf.

Table V-5). Still we prefer a J77 = 12+ assignment for this

state on basis of the "decreasing spin" assumption and the

absence of a cross-over transition. The mixing ratio

6 =-1.5(4) of the 819 keV 2 + •* 2 + transition is in agreement

with the value 6=-1.8(2) as obtained by reference 31.

V-3-3 Level scheme of 118Sn

The level scheme of J18Sn resulting from our study of the
116Cd(a,2nY)118Sn reaction is shown in figure V-15. Also in

this level scheme a collective AJ=2 band is found. The

other part of the level scheme is characterized by three

isomeric states. A compilation of known properties of

excited states in 118Sn can be found in reference 18. The

properties of the positive parity states below 2800 keV are

in agreement with the results of decay studies and light

particle reactions 18,32;# rp̂ e negative parity states below

2600 keV were also found in the decay of 118Sb (J17 = 8~;
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Table V-7 Results of the analyses of angular distributions and linear polarizations

of gamma-rays of 118Sn. In column I and 2 the energies of the levels

and the energies of the gamma-rays de-exciting the levels are given.

In column 3 the spins and parities of the initial and final levels

are given. In column 4 and 5 the mixing ratios 6 and the width a of

the Gaussian substate population for which the \2's are minimal are

given. In column 6 the nininal x 2 > s are given. Only solutions on Che

basis of a 99.9Z confidence limit were considered. In cases of nore than

one of such solutions, the first mentioned was assigned. In the last

column the multipolarities of the transitions deduced fron the conversion

coefficients are given.

Elevel (keV) V k e V )
aulti-
polarity

2042

2489

2999

3052

3692

4495

2042

446

719

477

693

803

b>

4*-2*

6*-4*

6*V
10**8*

0.32 (4)

0.4 (2)

1.6 (5)

2.4 (3)

2.6 (5)

5.3 (5)

3.0

2.6 (3)

0.8 (2)

4.5(13)

3.6 (6)

2.5

10.0

3.5

9.5

11.5

10.5

13.2

6.0

1.2

MI/E2

MI/E2

HI/E2

El

MI/E2

HI/E2

a) Sign convention of K.S. Krane and R.M. Steffen **>'.

b) Time integrated angular distribution and linear polarization data used;

a varied between 0.5 J. and 1.5 J..
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Figure V-15 Level scheme of U 8Sn as obtained from the u 6Cd(a,2ny) n 8Sn
reaction at 24 MeV.
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T, = 5 h) ISJ . The 116Cd(a,2nY) reaction has been studied

before 12»1'*-', but only the pi perties of delayed transi-

tions have been investigated (cf. section V-l). The decay

properties of the isomers as deduced from our study are in

agreement with reference 14 and 18.

The transition from the J17 = 2 member of the collective
"IT "f"

band at 2042 keV to a J =0 bandhead was not observed

either in our study or in decay studies. A J17 = 0 state at

1758 keV is known from decay studies and light particle

reactions 15,18J# W e searched for a 285 keV transition

between the J77 = 2 + state at 2042 keV and this J17 = 0 + state

in the decay of 118Sb. Using radioactive sources of

li8Te (T, =6d) produced with the 116Sn(a,xny) reaction at

28 MeV, Compton suppressed gamma-ray spectra and coinciden-

ces between gamma-rays were measured. The 285 keV transition

was not observed, an upper limit of 20 % of the intensity

of the 2043 keV gamma-ray could be set on the intensity of

this gamma-ray.

In Table V-4 the energies, relative intensities, angular

distribution coefficients and linear polarizations of gamma-

rays and conversion coefficients of transitions assigned to
118Sn are summarized.

K-conversion coefficients of the 254 keV (4.9(4) 10~3)

and 1051 keV (9.7(5) lQ~k) transitions were measured before
18/), our values are in agreement with these values. The

gamma-ray energy and intensity of the 510.5 keV transition

were deduced from the conversion electron spectrum assuming

an E2 character for this transition (cf. section II-5-6).

The analysis of the angular distribution and linear pola-

rization data to assign spin and parities is summarized in

Table V-7. The spin and parity of the states at 1230 keV

(J1T = 2 + ) , 2280 keV (Jn = 4 + ) , 2321 keV (^ = 5") and 2575 keV

(J17 = 7~) are taken from reference 18. They are in agreement

with our data on the conversion coefficients, the time
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integreated angular distributions and the linear polariza-

tions of the gamma-rays involved.

The conversion coefficient of the 477 keV transition

indicates an El character for this transition. The analysis

of the data on the 477 keV gamma-ray yielded two possible

solutions: J11 = 6+ or 8 + for the state at 3052 keV. The

J1* = 6 assignment is unlikely since an El transition to the

J T = 5 ~ state at 2321 keV is not observed. The 56 keV

transition has an E2 character (cf. Table V-l) indicating

a J77 = 10+ assignment to the isomer at 3108 keV. A j'" = 6+

assignment is unlikely since El transitions to the J71 = 5

state at 2321 keV and J11 = 7~ state at 2575 keV were not

observed. The assignments are in agreement with those of

M. Ishihara et at. lt*-1. Besides the positive parity band

only one state which is not fed in the decay of isomers has

been found. This state at 2879 keV decays with a 598 keV

gamma-ray to the j" = 4 state at 2280 keV. The analysis of

the peak in the gamma-ray spectrum due to this transition

is hindered since it is part of the 596 keV Doppler-broadened

peak due to the 71*Ge(n,nlY) reaction in the Ge(Li) detector.

Therefore the proposed J11 = 6+ assignment is tentative.

The spins and parities of the members of the collective

band at 2042 keV, 2489 keV and 2999 keV are well established

in this study. The data on 510.5 keV gamma-ray was not used

for the assignment of spins and parities since angular

distribution and linear polarization data are not available.

The levels at 3692 keV and 4495 keV have most likely J11 = 8 +

and Jw = 10 , respectively. The 884 keV transition was only

seen in coincidence with the 803 keV and 693 keV gamma-rays.

The spin assignment of the state at 5379 keV is only based

on systematics.

V-4 DISCUSSION

In this section we will not only discuss the properties
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of 1 1 0Sn, 116Sn and }!8Sn as has been described in the

previous sections, but also the properties of 112Sn and
lllfSn as has been obtained by J. Bron ll} .

In a previous report by J. Bron et al. ll'20) , on the

results of the investigations on Cd(a,2ny)Sn reactions, the

nature of the collective A J = 2 bands with positive parity

was discussed and a qualitative interpretation of the

J =0 bandheads was given. In section V-4-1 we will resume

that discussion and will present the results of a calcula-

tion of the energies of the J17 = 0 + bandheads as performed

by K. Heyde 2 1 J. Furthermore the mixing between the low

spin members of the bands and nearby levels will be dis-

cussed qualitatively.

In section V-4-2 the results of neutron quasi particle

calculations as performed by K. Allaart 25J will be presentee

The experimental values of half-lives and static moments of

isomers and mixing ratios of transitions in even mass Sn

nuclei will be compared with the theoretical values.

V-4-1 Collective bands in even mass Sn nuclei

In figure V-16 the collective A J = 2 bands and the decay

of the bandmembers as observed in 1 1 2Sn 11J, 11'*Sn llJ ,
l l eSn and 1 1 8 S n are displayed. These bands can clearly be

it

j distinguished from other high-spin states by their decay

[ properties. The following characteristic features of the

5 structure and decay properties of the bands show up:

- The level spacings between the members of the bands with

J > 4 follow closely the level spacings as deduced from

the J(J + 1) rule. The constant A (ET = AJ(J+1)) extracted

? from the level spacings of the four nuclei is about

6 the same, indicating that the deformation of the four

f nuclei is the same.

| - High-spin members of the bands only decay to other mem-

l bers of the bands although decay to yrast states, which

have in general rather pure quasi neutron configurations, I
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60

Figure V-16 Collective AJ=2 bands with positive parity in 1 1 2~ 1 1 8Sn

as excited in Cd(a,2ny)Sn reactions. The data of 112Sn and ultSn were

taken from reference 11. The numbers in parentheses are relative B(E2)

values. The states and transitions indicated by dashed lines were not

observed in the Cd(a,2ny) reactions, they were taken from the literature.

are energetically strongly favoured.

- Although the lower parts of the bands are rather disturbed,

the B(E2) values for inter-band transitions are always

larger than those for intra-band transition as indicated

by the relative B(E2) values given by the numbers in

brackets in figure V-16.

These features strongly suggest a collective mode of

excitation which is in the lower part of the bands mixed

with other kinds of excitations.

In Cd(a,2ny) reactions the J1* = 0 bandhead is only esta-

blished for 116Sn. Experimental information on the nature

of the bandheads has also been obtained from Cd(3He,n)

direct reaction studies by H.W. Fielding et at. 15). In

these experiments J17 = 0 levels with excitation energies

in the vicinity of the bandheads are strongly excited.
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From the strong excitation of those levels in this two

proton transfer reaction it may be concluded that the band-

heads are due to two proton excitations of the Z = 50 shell.

This nature of the bandheads explains the softness against

quadrupole deformation which can be deduced from the level

spacings. This deformation is characteristic for transi-

tional nuclei rather than for closed shell nuclei. In fact,

the bands show strong resemblances with ground state bands

in Pd(Z = 46) and Xe(Z = 54) nuclei 1 1 J.

These proton two particles - two holes (2p-2h) bandheads

are closely related to the proton lp-2h (J =1/2 ) and 2p-lh

(J1* = 9/2 ) states in neighbouring In and Sb isotopes, res-

pectively. Potential energy calculations have shown that

the excitation energies for proton particle-hole states in In

6,ioj and Sb 8i , which can be associated with l/2+[431]

and 9/2 [404]Nilsson states, respectively, may decrease

considerably in energy in a deformed potential. K. Heyde

2U *) performed similar calculations using the micro-

scopic-macroscopic renormalization procedure 2Z) to calcu-

late the potential energy of the ground states and the

bandheads of the even Sn isotopes. The values of the para-

meters of the modified harmonic oscillator potential u
p,n

and K and the pairing strength G were taken the samep,n r •* -a p > n

as those used for the potential energy calculations for

Sb nuclei 8J . Figure V-17 shows the results obtained for
116Sn. Similar calculations have been performed for the

other even Sn nuclei with A = 108 -122. The potential energy

curve for the lowest proton 2p-2h excitation, i.e. the

l/2+[431]2 9/2+[404]2=0 configuration, indicates a pronounced

minimum at moderate deformation 6 = 0.11. The gain in energy

*) We thank Dr. K. Heyde for putting the results of his calculations

to our disposal prior to publication.
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-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2

Figure V-17 The cotal potential energy for the groundstate of ll6Sn,
u u C d and 118Te and the intrinsic proton 2p - 2h O/2 +[431] 2 9/2+[404]2}n,0

configuration as function of the quadrupole deformation 6.

associated with this deformation is about 3.5 MeV. The

excitation energy, relative to the ground state of 1 1 6Sn,

of this particular state is about 6 MeV. One also observes

in the figure that the equilibrium deformation resulting

for this configuration agrees more or less with the soft

minimum in the 11£>Cd ground state. The spherical proton

2p-2h excitation energies calculated in the modified har-

monic oscillator potential is 9.5 MeV. This value agrees

very well with the empirical determined value of

=9.716(52) MeV calcu-2*{S (Z = 51,N = 66)-S (Z = 50,N
P P

lated with the proton separation energies S (Z,N) as given

by A.H. Wapstra and K. Bos 2 3 J.

The above calculated total potential energies for th§

proton 2p-2h states are associated with one particular
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intrinsic configuration. In order to get the exact position

of the different angular momentum components (Jv =0 , 2 +, ...

more detailed projection calculations have to be carried

out. An estimate of the energy of the J1* = 0 + states however,

can be obtained by including the proton 2p-2h pairing cor-

relations in a phenomenological way i.e. by taking the

pairing energies of the adjacent Te and Cd nuclei 21J .

Following this procedure one also accounts for a probable

deformation dependence of the residual pairing force. The

energy of the bandheads can then be written as:

E(2p-2h)J*=0+ (Z'N) - E(2p-2h)fl=0 (Z'N)

- {S (Z+2,N)-S (Z+1,N) +S (Z,N)-S (Z-I.N)}
P P P P

The pairing energies of the two protons and two proton holes

have been deduced from the proton separation energies given

in reference 23. Figure V-18 shows the pairing energies thus

obtained. In figure V-19 the calculated energies of the

Jw = 0 bandheads in Sn are compared with the experimental

~ 4.5
a

CE
Ul

b l

(9

£

4.0

315

Ep.Sp(Z.52.N)-Sp(2'01.N)

+ Sp<Z.50,N)-Sp(Z.49.N)

108 112 116 120
• MASS NUMBER

Figure V-18 Experinental pairing energies for 2p-2h configurations
in Sn obtained from proton separation energies as tabulated in reference 23.
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Figure V-19 Excitation energies of proton particle-hole excitations in

In, Sn and Sb nuclei. Indicated in the figure by drawn lines are the

experimental excitation energies of excited j" • 0 , 1/2 and 9/2 states

in Sn, Sb U'S> and In 6J nuclei, respectively. The dashed lines indicate

the calculated excitation energies. The intrinsic proton

2p-2h O/2 +[43l] 2 9/2+[404]2} configuration for Sn is indicated by}

' after correction ior P « r i n 8
the E (E(2p-2h)fi«O ' after correction ior P « r i n 8 o r g i e s the E ( 2 p _ 2 h ) J , , 0 +

states are obtained. The error bars are due to uncertainties in the pairing

energies. The theoretical values for the excitation energies of the

l/2+[43l] and 9/2+[404] Nilsson configurations in In and Sb, respectively,

are given too.

energies of the bandheads. Although the theoretical energies

are systematically somewhat lower than the experimental

values, the overall agreement is satisfactory. It is inte-

resting to notice that the theoretical and the experimental

energies of the bandheads show the same mass dependence,

with a minimum in excitation energy at a neutron number

N~66, the middle of the neutron shell. The same dependence
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is seen in the energies of Jff = 1/2 and 9/2 states in the

neighbouring odd In 6jl and Sb nuclei 5-* . In the figure the

calculated energies for the l/2+[431] and 9/2+[404] states

in In and Sb, respectively are given too.

The lowest excited J17 = 0 state in the 110Sn nucleus is

found at 2300 keV 30). It may be expected that this higher

excitation energy, compared to the excitation energy of the

J w = 0 states in heavier Sn nuclei, causes an increased

effect of configuration mixing. This mixing may disturb the

decay properties of the members of the band strongly. Further

more, the cross-section of the (a,2ny) reaction to possible

band members will become smaller with increasing excitation

energy of the band. These considerations may explain that

no indications were observed for a collective A J = 2 band in
110Sn (cf. section V-3-3).

As mentioned before the lower members of the bands decay

to other states, indicating a mixing with other excitations.

The J17 = 8 member of band (denoted by Jw = 8b) decays only

to Jv = 6^ states whereas the decay of Jv = 6^ states in all

nuclei proceeds by at least two strong gamma-rays. A remark-

able difference may be noticed between the decay of the

Jir = 6^ states in 112Sn and ^ S n and in 116Sn and 118Sn.

Relative B(E2) values (cf. figure V-16) for the 6^ -*• 4^

transitions in 112Sn and 11[*Sn are much smaller than for

the corresponding transitions in 116Sn and 1 1 8Sn. In the

former isotopes in the contrary, large relative B(E2)

values are found for 6, •*• 4, transitions. The absence of

transitions between members of the band with spin larger

than 6 and non-band states indicate that it is most likely

that the observed branching ratios of the decay of low spin

members of the bands is due to the configuration mixing of

different Jv =4 states. The systematic differences in the

decay of the J1' = 6^ states is connected with the relative

excitation energies of the Jw = 4 + states in the four nuclei.

The energies of the Jn = 4b states decreases monotonically
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with increasing mass number, they are closest to the J = 4^

levels in 112Sn and 114Sn whereas they occur in the vicinity

; of the J17 = A\ levels in 116Sn and 118Sn. Hence mixing in

I. 112Sn and 11;|Sn is strongest between the Jv = 4 b and 4 3

i states, whereas in 116Sn and 118Sn the J77 = 4^ states will

mainly be mixed with the Jir = 41 levels.

The differences in the decay of the Jv = 4 b states are also

large. The ratio B(E2) 4^ -*• 2"J" / B(E2) 4 ^ 2 ^ is smaller than

2*10~3 and 4*10"3 in 116Sn and 1 1 8Sn, respectively. These

' small ratios indicate that the Jv = 4. state is mixed with a

J^ = 4 state (J* = 4 j) which does not enlarge the 4^ -*- 2 j E2

transition probability.

In 112Sn and 114Sn this ratio is larger than 3*10~2 and

4*10~2, respectively; thus an order of magnitude larger than

the values for 116Sn and 1 1 8Sn. These relatively large

ratios indicate that the J* = 4^ states in 112Sn and lll4Sn

are mixed with a Jw = 4 + state (^ = 43) which enlarges the

4^ ->• 2^ E2 transition probability.

Since the J11 = 2 j state has a vibrational character the

enlargement of the E2 transition probability of the 4^-J-2J

transition is likely caused by a mixing of a vibrational

J ^ = 4 + state in the J*=4^ state. Thus the J* =43 states in
112Sn and 11'*Sn have most likely a vibrational character

and can be described as a two phonon excitation. This is

supported by the ratios of the excitation energies of the

J* = 43 states and the Jv = 2j states which are slightly

larger than two in the four isotopes. The character of the

; J11 = 4 j states may be interpreted as two neutron quasi par-

ticle excitations. Summarizing this qualitative discussion

'; one can say that the branching ratios of the J* = 6^ and 4^

states give some indication for three different modes of

excitations in even mass Sn nuclei.

V-4-2 Neutron excitations in even mass Sn nuclei

In figure V-20 the states of no-H8s n which have been
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Figure V-20 High-spin states in U 0 " 1 1 8 S n excited in Cd(a,2ny) reactions.

The data of ' ^ t ^ S n are taken from reference 11. The high-spin states

belonging to the positive bands are not indicated in the figure.

excited in the (a,2ny) reaction are shown; the members of

the positive parity bands have been omitted. The data about
112Sn and llf|Sn is taken from reference 11. The JT = 3~

state of 118Sn, not observed in the (a,2ny) reaction, is

taken from reference 18. In order to interprete the levels

as two-quasi particle states it is relevant to consider the

low-lying states of 1 0 9~ 1 1 9Sn / which have predominantly a

neutron single-quasi particle character. These are shown

in figure V-21 and taken from references 33 and 34. The

neutron orbits involved are indicated in the figure. One

may notice that the excitation energies of the lh . and

2d. ,„ states decrease with increasing particle number while

those of the lg?/2
 a n d 2ds/2 s t a t e s increase. This reflects

the shifting position of the Fermi level. The decreasing
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Figure V-21 Excitation energies of states with a predominant single

particle character in 1 0 9~ 1 1 9Sn. The neutron orbits involved are indicated.

The data is taken from references 33 and 34.

excitation energy of the lh. .,~ state is also visible in

the even Sn nuclei, assuming that the J w=10 states have

predominantly a neutron (lhn , 2 ) 2 configuration. In 110Sn

and 112Sn the J^=10 states have not been observed; this

indicates excitation energies of more than 5 MeV. The

J1T = 9~, 8~, 7~ and 5~ states, which may be interpreted as

consisting of only one unpaired neutron in the lh.. ,„ orbit

and one in a lg7y2
 o r 2d5/2 o r b i t ' d o n o t exhibit such a

strong increase of excitation energy with decreasing neutron

number. In 118Sn the J^ = 9~ and 8~ states have not been

observed in the (a,2ny) reaction, therefore their positions

are expected to be above the J7' = 10 state. A similar

explanation may be given for the non-observation of the

Jff = 5~ states of 1 1 0/ 1 1 2Sn and the J71 = 6+ states of

l lit, 116 ,11 8gn. in the following a more quantitative model

description of the observed spectroscopic properties, using

the number-projected two-quasi particle model, will be

given. The calculations were performed by K. Allaart 25) *) .

*) We thank Dr. K. Allaart for putting the results of his calculations

to our disposal prior to publication.
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Such rather extensive studies have been performed earlier

by W.F. van Gunsteren et al. 1,2,35,36.1 for both odd and

even Sn isotopes, assuming a Z = N = 5 0 inert core. In the

, present study also proton particle-hole excitations were
: considered, which are important to improve the description

I of the collective excitations, especially the first excited

I J17 = 2 + and 3~ states. The shell model space for the neutron

I and proton particles consists of one major shell, viz. the

• l g7/2' 2 d5/2' 2 d3/2' 3si/2 a n d lh11/2 o r b i t s- T h e Photon

; hole may be created in the lf5/2'
 2 p3/2' 2pl/2 o r lg9/2

shell model orbits. As an effective interaction a Gaussian

Serber force was used, with the same parameters as in

reference 1. The neutron single-particle energies were

determined from data on the odd Sn nuclei and the odd-even

mass differences; they are the same as in reference 1. The

proton single-particle and single-hole energies have been

deduced from the spectra of odd Sb and odd In nuclei, res-

pectively. A gap of 4 MeV has been assumed between the

: I filled and the empty proton shells. The results of these

, calculations of the energy spectra of 112Sn and lll4Sn have

•' been presented before in reference 11.

The results for the calculated level schemes of 1 1 0~ 1 1 8Sn

are shown in figure V-22, where only the lowest state of

each spin and parity is shown. The Jw = 0~, 1~, 2~, 4~, 1 +,

3 , 5 and 7 states have been omitted because those have

not been observed experimentally. Comparing the calculated

and the experimental level schemes one may notice that there

; is a reasonable agreement; the average difference between

calculated and experimental excitation energies is typically

200 keV. A disturbing feature is that the J* = 9~ states are

calculated about 800 keV too low. A more complicated effec-

tive interaction might improve these energies. No attempt

has been made to find such interactions; earlier calcula-

tions by W.F. van Gunsteren et al.l'z} demonstrated that

most well-known "realistic" interactions cannot yield as

•(•• 1 2 4
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Page 125. Figure V-22 should be replaced by the following

figure.
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Figure V-22 Calculated level schemes of I 1 0 ~ U 8 S n . For every spin and

parity value the state with the lowest excitation energy is indicated.

States with spin and parity values which were not observed experimentally

are omitted.

good results as the one used here. The present calculations

correctly predict the order of the J* = 5 , 7 and 8 states.

Within the model used the J^ =10 + state is the state with

highest spin; it has a neutron (lh.. < 2)
2 configuration. The

j" = 8 state has the same configuration if one neglects

proton one particle-one hole excitations. In that case the

Jn = 8 and 10 state are always very close and consequently

show the same trend as a function of particle number. In

the calculation the strong rise of the J17 = 10+ state with

decreasing particle number is not found for the 8 state,

because this state becomes predominantly a proton

g9/2~ H ^7/2 c o n £ i 9 u r a t i o n f o r t h e lighter isotopes. This

trend seems to agree with the experimental data. The J* = 8
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state is observed in 11 o , 116 ,118Sn. i n l i a ^ i " ^ i t i s n o t

seen and therefore probably lies above the J w = 9 state.

The electromagnetic properties are more sensitive to the

details of the wave functions than the excitation energies.

Therefore also the transition probabilities and static

moments have been calculated. No attempt was made to find

a best fit to the data by varying effective charges and

g-factors but rather taken reasonable standard values

i,2,37j . e = 1 . 5 e , e =0.5e, g? = l, g? = 0, gP = 3.29,

g" = -2.50. In Table V-8 the resulting half-lives, g-factors

and Q-moments are compared with the experimental values for

isomeric states of this work and of references 11, 19, 38,

39 and 40. The largest discrepancies for the half-lives

occur for the high spin states which mainly decay by E2

radiation. The calculated B(E2) values are a factor 3 to 5

too small. This reflects the fact that for these states

admixtures of collective motion are not negligeable and

should be included in a more complete description. For the

states which decay by magnetic transitions the calculated

lifetimes are roughly a factor two too short. Usually a

still larger configuration space yields smaller B(M1)

values, so this result looks reasonably.

However, the magnetic moments do not allow such a simple

conclusion. Whereas those of the J11 = 10 states are nicely

reproduced and those of the Jv = 7 states somewhat less,

the calculated magnetic moments of the Jw = 5~ states have

even the wrong sign in the calculation. It appears that the

j"=10 and to a less extent the Jv = 7~ states are pure

configurations but the J11 = 5~ wave functions are strong

mixtures of several components. Obviously the model is not

successful here. The calculated values for the quadrupole

moments are roughly a factor two too small. This may again

reflect the absence of collective degrees of freedom in

the model.
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Table V-8 Calculated and experimental half-lives, magnetic dipole and

electric quadrupole moments of isomers in 1 1 0" 1 1 8Sn.

Theo. txp. Theo.
d)Q(barn)

Exp. Theo.

110Sn 2 +

6+

Sn 2

6+

8~

114gn 2*

i~
8"

116Sn 2*

5~

7~

10+

118Sn 2*

5"

7"

10+

1212

2480

1257

2549

3430

1300

3087

3190

1294

2366

2909

3547

1230

2321

2575

3108

1011

2248

1082

2422

3701

1490

3180

3297

1245

2729

2798

3750

1.236

2618

2573

3501

-

8.3(4)

0.35(1) 10~3

13.9(2)

0.58(6)

0.3(2) I0"3

733(14)

0.35(20)

0.42(3) 10"3

335(50)

0.5(2)

833(30)

0.46(6) 10~3

176O(I6)6)

245(40)

2500(140)

0.72 I0"3

37

0.58 10"3

75

0.23

0.57 10"3

411

0.18

0.62 10"3

1050

0.15

2370

1.0 I0"3

I.I 107

870

1.3 1011

-

-

-

-

-

-

-0.564(4)

-

-

-0.375(3)

-

-2.31 (2)

-

-0.34 (4)

-0.685(4)

-2.43 (1)

0.94

1.84

0.96

1.78

-0.34

0.74

-0.65

-0.37

0.62

0.55

-0.24

-2.30

0.40

0.46

-0.26

-2.30

-

-

-0.15(18)

±0.29

-

-

±0.32

-

-0.14

-0.26

-

±0.50

(6)

(1)

(3)

(1)

-0.23(16)

±0.10

±0.32

±0.41

W

-1.5 lO"3

-0.05

-0.03

-0.11

0.088

-0.07

0.12

0.074

-0.05

0.14

0.17

0.21

-0.12

0.12

0.11

0.21

a) Experimental data of 1 1 2Sn and 111(Sn taken from reference II.

b) Values of the half-lives of the j" - 2* states taken from references 19 and 38.

c) Values of the magnetic moments taken from reference 19.

d) Values of the Q-moments taken from references 19, 39, 40 and 42.

e) Partial E3 half-life.

The feature that the B(M1) values are mostly calculated

a factor two too large and the B(E2) values roughly a factor

five too small for the higher levels is also reflected in

the mixing ratios which are shown in Table V-9. They are
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Table V-9 Comparison between experimental and theoretical

mixing ratios in 110~116Sn.

Nucleus Ji + Jf S(Exp.)a) 6(Theo.)

U 0Sn

U 2
Sn

m S n

1 1 6 S n

9
8'

9"

8"

9"

8"

9"

8'

7"

6~

->-8

" * 7 ~

"-•8"

• + 7 "

-*7~

• + 8"

+ 7"

+ 6"

+ 5"

0.08 (3)
0.05 (3)

0.13 (1)
0.04 (3)

0.14 (1)

0.04 (3)

0.13 (2)

0.11 (1)
-0.09(12)

0.02 (2)

0.012
0.006

0.014

0.007

0.038

0.013

0.007

0.037

-0.003
0.26

a) V a l u e s f o r 1 1 2 S n and l l l | S n taken from r e f e r e n c e 1 1 .

j

calculated about a factor of 10 too small.

The J^^IO", 11~, 11+ and 12 + states cannot be described

in this number-projected two-particle model since the

obtainable maximal spin and parity in the configuration

space used is 10 . An interpretation of them as states

which consist of a Jw = 8~, 9~, 9+ and 10+ excitation coupled

to a quadrupole phonon seems reasonably in view of the fact

that their energies are about 1 MeV higher than the states

to which they decay. Then the collective vibrational

features which already were indicated in the E2 transition

rates, show up here explicitly.
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V-5 CONCLUSIONS

The observed properties of excited states in 120Sn, 116Sn

and 118Sn show much resemblance with the ones of x}2Sn and
114Sn as observed by J. Bron ll>.

In even mass 1 1 0~ 1 1 8Sn nuclei three different modes of

excitations are clearly visible.

The first excited J11 = 2 and 3 states have a vibrational

character. The J17 = 4. states have most probably the same

nature.

The bandheads of collective AJ = 2 bands with positive

parity can be explained as excitations of two protons from

the Z=50 shell to the next main shell. These low lying

excitations are surprising since it was generally assumed

that the Z = 50 shell is closed. The excitation energies of

the J17 = 0 bandheads are well described in a total poten-

tial energy calculation in which phenomenological correc-

tions were applied for the pairing energy. Such proton

excitations were not observed in 110Sn.

Other high-spin excitations could well be described as

neutron excitations. In a neutron quasi particle calcula-

tion in which proton one particle-one hole excitations

were taken into account the properties of these states could

well be described. The experimental values of half-lives

and static moments of isomers are reproduced fairly well in

these calculations.

The wide range of experimental data of different kinds

of excitations in even mass Sn nuclei now available, makes

it interesting to develop a model which can account for

all the observed phenomena.
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SAMENVATTING

In het schillenmodel voor atoomkernen worden de eigen-

schappen van deze kernen beschreven met behulp van een

potentiaal waarin de kerndeeltjes - protonen en neutronen -

bewegen. Met dit model worden de magische getallen - dit

zijn de aantallen protonen en/of neutronen van kernen met

relatief grote proton en/of neutron bindingsenergieën -

goed verklaard wanneer snin-baan koppeling in rekening

wordt gebracht. Volgens dit model wordt bij zo'n magisch

aantal nucleonen juist een hoofdschil gevuld. Men spreekt

dan van kernen met een gesloten proton of neutron schil.

Tin (Sn) kernen hebben zo'n magisch aantal protonen

(Z = 50). Te verwachten is dan dat de laag energetische

excitaties van deze kernen veroorzaakt worden door excita-

ties van de neutronen. Waargenomen eigenschappen van laag

liggende excitaties van Sn kernen kunnen inderdaad zo

verklaard worden.

Indium (In) kernen hebben 49 protonen, d.w.z. een proton

gat in de gesloten Z=50 schil. Antimoon (Sb) kernen hebben

51 protonen d.w.z. een proton buiten de gesloten Z=50

schil. Vele excitaties van deze kernen kunnen verklaard

worden als neutron excitaties van de Sn pit waaraan het

proton-gat (In) of proton-deeltje (Sb) gekoppeld is. Er zijn

in deze kernen echter ook laag liggende niveaus gevonden

die niet zo beschreven kunnen worden. Dit deel van de

niveau schema's heeft de regelmatige struktuur van collec-

tieve banden. De eigenschappen van deze banden blijken niet

toe te schrijven te zijn aan neutron excitaties, zij duiden

veeleer op excitaties van een proton vanuit de gesloten

Z=50 proton schil naar de volgende hoofdschil.
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Het doel van het hier beschreven onderzoek was om na te

gaan of in lichte In kernen en Sn kernen ook excitaties van

de gesloten Z = 50 schil waar te nemen zijn. 109In is onder-

zocht door 1 °7Ag te bestralen met a-deeltjes (''He-kernen) .

Uit de eigenschappen van de r-arania en electronstraling die

vrijkomt in de !07Ag(a,2ny)109In reactie zijn eigenschappen

van het niveau schema van 109In onderzocht. 1 1 0Sn, 116Sn

en 1l8Sn zijn onderzocht met Cd(a,2ny)Sn reacties. De

gebruikte reacties zijn zeer geschikt om kerntoestanden

met hoge spin aan te slaan en om bandenstruktuur in de

niveau schema's van deze kernen op te sporen.

In hoofdstuk I wordt na een inleiding een kort overzicht

gegeven van de verkregen resultaten.

In hoofdstuk II wordt een beschrxjving gegeven van de

gebruikte kern-spectroscopische technieken, met name wordt

de gebouwde opstelling voor het meten van spectra van

conversie electronen besproken.

In hoofdstuk III wordt besproken hoe de meetgegevens

geanalyseerd worden en hoe de spins en pariteiten van

aangeslagen kerntoestanden uit de gegevens afgeleid worden.

In hoofdstuk IV wordt het onderzoek aan 109In besproken.

In de door ons gebruikte reactie zijn geen excitaties van

protonen uit de gesloten Z = 50 schil waargenomen. Wel zijn

er toestanden gevonden die beschreven kunnen worden door

een proton-gat te koppelen aan excitaties van 110Sn. De

eigenschappen van in 109In waargenomen banden van toestan-

den met negatieve pariteit kunnen niet bevredigend ver-

klaard worden.

In hoofdstuk V wordt het onderzoek aan 1 1 0Sn, 116Sn en

ii8Sn beschreven. De struktuur van
 116Sn en lJ8Sn vertoont

veel overeenkomst. In beide kernen zijn de te verwachten,

en voor een deel al bekende, neutron excitaties waargenomen.
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Bovendien zijn in beide kernen collectieve banden met

positieve pariteit waargenomen; in 116Sn is ook het 0

bandhoofd gevonden. In 110Sn zijn neutron excitaties

waargenomen, maar er werd geen aanwijzing gevonden voor

het optreden van een collectieve band met positieve pari-

teit.

De bandhoofden van de collectieve banden in J 1 6Sn en
118Sn kunnen goed beschreven worden als excitaties van

twee protonen uit de Z=50 schil naar de volgende schil.

In een theoretisch model worden de excitatie energieën van

deze proton excitaties goed beschreven. Bovendien worden

in dit hoofdstuk de waargenomen neutron excitaties in Sn

kernen vergeleken met theoretische voorspellingen.
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STELLINGEN

1. Tin kernen mogen niet beschouwd worden als kernen met

uitsluitend gesloten proton schillen.

Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk V

2. De door Garg e.a. berekende waarden van de deformatie

parameter ß van 9/2 proton toestanden in oneven Cesium

kernen zijn onjuist.

U. Garg, T.P. Sjoreen en D.B. Fossan

Phys. Rev. Lett. 40 (1978) 831

3. De toenemende hoeveelheid meetgegevens uit experimenten

in de hoge energie fysica, die veelal op verschillende

instituten uitgewerkt worden, zal uitsluitend verwerkt

kunnen worden indien hiervoor nieuwe communicatie

technieken beschikbaar komen.

Cern Courier 18 (1978) 199

4. Ook bij het presenteren van meetresultaten in newsletters

dienen de statistische en systematische fouten aangegeven

te worden.

SIN Newsletter 10 (1978) 19

5. Veel elementaire deeltjes lijken overbodig.

6. Voor werknemers die hun werkzaamheden in Wisseldiensten

moeten verrichten, dient verkorting van de werkweek en

verlaging van de pensioengerechtigde leeftijd bevorderd

te worden.



7. Het is ten hemel schreiend dat er nog steeds op delen

der aarde voedseloverschotten bestaan terwijl op andere

delen voedseltekorten het mens-zijn bedreigen.

8. Bij de aankondiging van films in dagbladen dient behalve

de titel ook een korte beschrijving van de inhoud gegeven

te worden.

19 oktober 1978 A. van Poelgeest


